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Abstract
Software defect prediction is a process where software code metrics and past information
are analyzed to predict defects. The early estimation of software defects helps software industries to develop software with minimum cost and effort. The accuracy and performance
of a prediction model depends on the Dataset used to train the model. To provide proper
Dataset in the training process, clustering algorithms can be applied to form clusters with
similarities that contains less variablities among the Dataset. Due to multidimensionalities
in the software engineering Dataset, it has been found that variability reducing clustering
algorithms cannot perform well until multidimensionalities are reduced.
In this thesis, the Dataset similarities are analyzed from two perspectives - first from
the source code, and then from the code metrics points of views. The similarity of software
source code is analyzed by using a new algorithm called the Package Based Clustering
(PBC) and the similarity of code metrics is analyzed using Similarity Analysis by Reducing
Code Metrics’ dimension (SARCM) technique.
PBC groups the similar and related classes from an Object Oriented (OO) system. For
that purpose, it extracts the package information from the source code and classifies all OO
files according to package information. Then it considers each package as a cluster and
also merges small clusters so that the prediction model can work.
In SARCM, it reduces the dimensions of the software engineering Dataset into two
latent variables based on the significance of code metrics to software defects. It applies
regression analysis on the available Dataset to find the significance of code metrics. Then
it merges code metrics based on their positive or negative significance. Now the distance
based clustering algorithm (such as DBSCAN) can group those Dataset into multiple clusters based on their similarities.
Experiments have been performed on some prominent open source software Dataset.
Results show that training the defect prediction model by similar Dataset improves the
iv

accuracy and performance of the prediction model. The experiments proved that, the proposed PBC outperforms the prediction model using the entire system and BorderFlow clustering approach in terms of accuracy. In another technique, results show that the SDP model
considering SARCM based DBSCAN and WHERE clustering techniques perform better
than the PCA based DBSCAN and WHERE clustering techniques.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this chapter, the motivation of doing research on software defect prediction is illustrated,
by which the research questions are invoked. To address those questions, the whole research is carried out, and the short description of research methodology and outcomes are
outlined to answer these research questions.

1.1

Introduction

Software defect prediction analyzes source code, code metrics, code churn and past defect
information by applying machine learning or statistical models to predict defects for the
future releases of software. It enables to assess the software quality as well as the source
code before its final release to the end user. The US National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) estimated that software industries spend $59.5 billion for identifying
software defects and failures per year [1]. To provide the quality full software to end user,
every software company spends more than 40% of the total budget of software for testing
purpose [2]. As a result, for ensuring the quality and estimating the complexity, software
defect prediction model has been emerged to solve common problems that software industries face to maintain software quality.

1.2

Motivation

Knowing the possible causes of software defects early, could help on planning, controlling and executing software development activities because it assists in decision making of
Project Managers (PM). It helps to develop software with minimum cost and effort. Soft-
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ware project with many defects lack the software quality and increases the development
cost. Using Software Defect Prediction (SDP) model, one can able to • Identify potential defect prone software.
• Predict number of defects.
• Identify possible causes of defects.
The SDP model usually takes the past defect information and code metrics as input
and establishes relationship among those to predict defects. However, those input Dataset
contains lots of variabilities such as heterogeneity among code metrics, which hinder the
learning procedure of a SDP model. The success of defect prediction approaches depends
on how accurately those could minimize the variablilities among the Dataset.
Grouping the Dataset into multiple clusters is the prominent solution to minimize the
Dataset variabilities. There are number of clustering algorithms such as BorderFlow [3],
Subtractive Clustering [4], WHERE clustering [5, 6], etc. which are common in SDP techniques. These clustering techniques use dependencies among code metrics, class coupling,
etc. to group the software engineering Dataset.
Besides varaibilities, those Dataset are also multidimensional because each entry contains lots of properties such as coupling between objects, number of public methods, etc.
There are few defect prediction approaches, which use Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) before applying clustering techniques to reduce the dimension of Dataset [5, 6].
However, considering minimum number of components raise the question that, can a subset of components justify the impact of the whole Dataset.
Distance based clustering algroithms need to plot the Dataset on the two dimensional
plane to measure the distance among the objects. If multidimensionality among the Dataset
is properly reduced, the clustering algorithms may group the Dataset in a better way with
minimum variabilities which may improve the learning procedure of the SDP model. Thus
2

reducing varaibilities through minimizing multidimensionality may improve the accuracy
and performance of the SDP model.

1.3

Research Question

Keeping the research indications in view, it has been realized that there exists enough scope
to improve the software defect prediction accuracy. In this research the objectives are
confined to the followings.
How to reduce the multidimensionalities of the Dataset to be fitted to the variability
minimizing clustering approaches using data similarity analysis. More specifically,
1. How to identify the class level similarities to cluster the related and similar classes
for the purpose of predicting defects in Java using package information? A package
is a collection of related and similar classes. It acts as a component if the software
system is built properly. So, OO classes within a package are related to each other
than the classes outside the package. If a software is divided into multiple clusters
based on the package information, the prediction model will get similar and related
Dataset for training purpose. As a result, the accuracy of the prediction model should
be improved.
2. How to reduce the code level data multidimensionality using the code metrics’ impact to defects? Usually, software engineering Dataset are multidimensional because
each entry contains lots of code metrics attributes such as coupling between objects,
lack of cohesion in methods, number of public methods, etc. Due to this multidimensionalities, clustering algorithms cannot perform well. So, if it is possible to
minimize the dimension of the Dataset based on the significance of code metrics
impact to defects, it will definitely help the defect prediction model.

3

3. How to fit the dimension reduced Dataset to distance based clustering algorithms to
improve the performance of the SDP? The dimension reduced Dataset contains only
two dimensions where similar entries get closer values. If the Dataset is plotted on
the two dimensional plane, the similar objects reside to each other than disimilar
objects. Any distance based clustering algorithm can now group the Dataset based
on their similarities.

1.4 Contribution
In answering these above research questions, this thesis contributes to reduce variablities
by reducing multidimensionalities to improve the accuracy of the defect prediction model
for object oriented software built by Java. These contributions are summarized as follows.
Firstly, this thesis proposes Package Based Clustering (PBC) to group related and similar object oriented classes that form packages in Java programing convention. It groups
software based on the package information so that the similar and related classes belong
to one cluster. The experimental results show that the software defect prediction model
considering PBC is better than considering the entire system or BorderFlow algorithm [3].
Secondly, this thesis proposes a technique named as Similarity Analysis by Reducing
Code Metrics (SARCM) to reduce the dimensions of software engineering Dataset based on
the significance of code metrics to the number of software defects. It reduces the dimension
in such a way where the similar objects of an OO system get closer values in the dimension
reduced Dataset. This technique provides an environment where different distance based
clustering algorithms can perform on the dimension reduced Dataset by plotting it in the
two dimensional plane.
Thirdly, this thesis uses DBSCAN for the first time in the dimension reduced Dataset
by SARCM to minimize variablities. Since the DBSCAN finds clusters based on the rech-
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ability distance among different objects, clusters are formed based on the similarity among
objects, because the dimension reduced Dataset contains closer value for similar objects.
As a result, the SDP model gets proper training Dataset to improve the performance and
accuracy of the model. Results show that the prediction model using SARCM based DBSCAN outperforms the prediction model considering PCA based DBSCAN.

1.5

Thesis Organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows.
1. Chapter 2: Background Study In this chapter, overview of software defect, defect
prediction model, its classification, software code metrics and its classification will
be discussed.
2. Chapter 3: Package Based Clustering In this chapter, Package Based Clustering
(PBC) for grouping the source for the software defect prediction model will be presented.
3. Chapter 4: Code Metrics Similarity Analysis using Dimension Reduction technique for SDP In this chapter, The significance of code metrics to software defects
will be analyzed to group the source code into multiple clusters to train the SDP
model properly.
4. Chapter 5: Discussion and Conclusion In this chapter, retrospect on overall proposed approach for improving the accuracy of the software defect prediction model
will be focused along with future research direction.

5

Chapter 2
Background Study
This chapter discusses briefly about the software defect prediction models along with various ways of predicting software defects. It also outlines the linear regression as the selected
software defect prediction model and the most significant code metrics for OO system.

2.1

Introduction

Software Defect Prediction (SDP) is a process of predicting defects by using the code
metrics and bug history of a targeted software to ensure the quality. The Software Quality
Assurance (SQA) is a set of activities that ensures software system to meet a specific quality
level. Software companies always concern to explore the defects of software before its
release. To predict software defects, many researches have already been conducted for
building prediction models (for example, Linear regression [7, 8], Logistic regression [9],
Support Vector Machines (SVM) [10], Bayesian network [11], etc.). These models are
popularly known as SDP models.
Usually, the SDP model is selected from the statistical or machine learning models
to apply on the software engineering Dataset such as Promise Repository [12] to predict
defects of software. Finally, the accuracy and performance of the prediction model is evaluated by using precision, recall, F-measure, coefficient of determination, etc [13]. The
general overview of a SDP model is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

6

Software defect dataset
Software
source
code

Predictor

Predicted defects

Figure 2.1: The general overview of a SDP model

2.2

Defination of Software Defect and SDP

The software defect is any flaws or errors in a software that produces unexpected results. A
software programmer, designer or others, associated to the development of a software can
make mistakes or errors while designing or building the software. These mistakes or errors
are called defects [14, 15].
The term defect may vary based on the perception of the software developers, QA teams
or Project Managers (PM). For example, bug databases of open source software contain
user requests which are treated as bug correction requests by the user and often considered
as feature requests by the developers of those systems. That means, what one stakeholder
considers as a defect may not be perceived as the same by other stakeholders. In essence,
software defect is any kind of deviation from stakeholders’ expectation.
A SDP is a method that helps the software practitioners by predicting possible defects
that the end product may contain. The software defect prediction model, also known as
defect predictors use the software code metrics and the past defect information to predict
defects for the current project. According to Brooks [16], half of the cost of software
development is in unit and systems testing. Harold and Tahat also address that testing phase
requires approximately 50% of the whole project schedule [17, 18]. The defect predictor
7

model is applied to the software project before testing to identify where the defects might
exist. This allows PMs to efficiently allocate their limited resources.
The SDP model, though works well in predicting the software defect, there exists critical steps and decisions such as prediction model selection, code metrics selection, etc. that
are needed to be considered when building the defect prediction model. The various ways
of defect prediction and challenges that should be in account when predicting defects are
described in the following subsections.

2.2.1 Selected Defect Prediction Model
The SDP uses a variety of modeling techniques to predict the defects of software. These
prediction models can be categorized to the statistical models and machine learning algorithms. The statistical models formalize the relationship between the independent variables
and the dependent variable to predict the next dependent variable. On the other hand, machine learning algorithms learn from the experiences that it gained. The selected defect
prediction model considered in this thesis is described below.

Linear Regression Analysis
The regression analysis is a statistical process for estimating the relationships among the
variables. It helps to understand how the values of the dependent variables change when the
values of independent variables are changed. The performance of the regression analysis
depends on the data used to train the regression model and how it relates to the regression
model being used. There are many techniques for carrying out the regression analysis such
as linear regression, logistic regression, step wise regression, nonparametric regression,
etc [8]. In this thesis, the linear regression analysis has been chosen as prediction model

8

because there exists linear relationship among the variables of the used Dataset. The detail
description of linear regression analysis is given below.
Linear regression analysis is the process of analyzing the relationships between variables, usually the variables are divided into dependent and independent variables. Let Y
denote the dependent variable which will be predicted and X1 , ...,
˙ Xk denote the independent
variables. The linear regression analysis predicts the value of dependent variable (Y) by
analyzing the independent variables (X1 , ...,
˙ Xk ). The equation for computing the predicted
value of Y is given in Equation 2.1.

Y = b1 X1 + b2 X2 + b3 X3 + ... + bn Xn + c

(2.1)

This formula is a straight-line function of each of the X variables, holding the others fixed,
and the contributions of different X variables to the predictions are additive. The slopes
of their individual straight-line relationships with Y are the constants b1 , b2 ,..., bk , the socalled coefficients of the variables. The coefficient (bi ) is the change in the predicted value
of Y per unit of change in Xi . The additional constant c, the so-called intercept, is the
prediction that the model would make if all the Xs are zero.
The linear regression fits in the Dataset when the variables in the Dataset have linear
relationship among these. So, before selecting the linear regression as the prediction model,
it is needed to find the relationship among the variables to decide whether linear regression
is the best choice or not. There is also another analysis to determine the prediction model
using residual values. If the residual values, generated from the regression analysis, are
randomly distributed compared to two consecutive observations, in that case the linear
regression analysis is perfect choice as a prediction model.

9

2.2.2 Other Defect Prediction Models
There exists lots of perdition models in the literature such as logistic regression [9, 19],
Naive Bayes [20], Support Vector Machine (SVM) [10, 21, 22], etc. The short descriptions
of those prediction models are given below.

Naive Bayes Classifier
It is the simple probabilistic classifier, based on Bayes theorem [11]. The classifier calculates a future probability for a class using the prior probability of that class. Given a set of
objects of an OO system x1 , x2 , x3 ..., xn and c1 , c2 , c3 ..., cn are the corresponding defects of
those objects. The conditional probability of cn can be computed using Bayesian theorem
using Equation 2.2.

P(Ck |x) =

P(Ck )P(x|Ck )
P(x)

(2.2)

Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised learning model that analyzes data and recognizes patterns, especially designed for binary classification [10, 21, 22]. SVM utilizes
mathematical programming to directly model the decision boundary between classes, for
example, defective and non-defective. An SVM tries to find the maximum margin hyperplane, a linear decision boundary with the maximum margin between it and the training
examples in defective class and the training examples in non-defective class. Therefore,
the optimal separating hyperplane maximizes the margin of the training data.
Given a set of training objects each of which belong to one of two categories, an SVM
training algorithm builds a software defect prediction model that assigns new examples into
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one of the two categories (for example, defective and non-defective classes). The operation
of the SVM algorithm is based on finding the hyperplane that gives the largest minimum
distance to the training examples. This distance receives the important name of margin
within SVMs theory.

K-Nearest Neighbor
K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) is a type of instance based learning for classifying objects
based on closest training examples in the feature space [23–25]. The training examples
are mapped into multidimensional feature space which is partitioned into regions by class
labels. An object is assigned to the class if it is the most frequent class label among the
k nearest training samples. An Euclidean distance is used to compute the closeness to the
samples. The number of neighbors can be set as a parameter considering the mean squared
error for the training set.
Besides those discussed prediction models, other prediction models such as Bayesian
network [11], Step Wise Linear Regression [26], Markov Chain [27], Artificial Neural
Networks [28], etc. are widely used as prediction model in software defect prediction.

2.2.3 Challenges in Software Defect Prediction
Most of the SDP models use statistical and machine learning models for predicting software defects. The widely used SDP models in literature usually use public Dataset and
sometimes use private Dataset to identify the relationship between software defects and
code metrics. The success of a SDP model depends on various factors such as prediction
model selection, Dataset selection, etc. to predict more accurately. Some challenges that
are needed to be considered in software defect prediction are outlined below.
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Dataset Collection
Every SDP model uses software Dataset such as software code mertics, defect information,
etc. from the public data sources such as Promise Repository [12] and NASA Repository
[29]. These software data sources contain lots of open source software code metrics and
past defect information to help software engineering researchers. The SDP model using
private Dataset can not be compared to other models because those cannot be reached. To
make any SDP model acceptable to other, it is always appreciated to use public data source
for the defect prediction.

Code Metrics Selection
Once the Dataset has been selected for the SDP model, it is now time to identify the most
significant code metrics so that the prediction model can accurately relate the code metrics
to software defects. There have been accomplished lots of researches to identify these code
metrics. After reviewing these experiments, in this thesis, some code metrics have been
considered for predicting defects such as Lines of Codes, Coupling between Objects, etc.
(see Section 2.3 for detail description).

Model Selection
As mentioned above, there are lots of prediction models in the literature for SDP. Some of
those models are already outlined in Section 2.2.1. The model selection process for defect
prediction is very critical because its success depends on the selected model used for the
prediction. Prior researches show that most of the SDP models use machine learning or
statistical inferences such as Decision Tree, Linear Regression, Bayesian network, Support Vector Machine, Logistic Regression, etc [13]. Before selecting a prediction model, it
12

should be ensured that the prediction model must fit to the data and can explain the data accurately. In this thesis, Linear Regression has been chosen as the prediction model because
the Dataset used in this experiment are tightly coupled to each other and residual values are
randomly distributed for this prediction model.

Data Analysis
The success of software defect prediction process depends on the training process of the
SDP model. Normally, the SDP model uses software code metrics and defect history as
the training data. The software engineering data always contains some variablities which
mislead the training process [30]. To provide the best data in the training process, many
researches have been performed to find out the best set of data. Some researches suggest
to group the Dataset by analyzing inter relationships, so that the SDP model gets proper
training Dataset. So, before applying SDP model to the Dataset, it is needed to ensure that
the prediction model fits to the data.

2.3

Software Code Metrics

The software metric or code metric is a quantitative measure of a software system [31].
There are lots of software metrics, for example, Method level, Class level, Component
level, Process level, Cyclomatic complexity, etc [13]. These code metrics have been used
for software defect prediction to improve the quality. The software code metrics have multidimensional usage in software industry such as defect prediction, schedule and budget
planning, cost estimation, quality testing, software debugging, software performance optimization, etc. The well known OO and size metrics which have been used in this thesis for
software defect prediction are reported below.
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2.3.1 Object Oriented Design Metrics
When the object oriented software development paradigm has become popular, a lot of researches have been conducted to find the most important code metrics for the OO designed
system. One of the most important OO code metrics, CK metrics, was proposed by Chidamber and Kemerer [31]. In addition to CK metrics, there are also other metrics suite such
as MOOD [32], QMOOD [33], L&K [34], etc. Among all the OO design metrics, the CK
metrics is the most influential code metrics and widely used to measure the quality of OO
designed system [13, 35, 36]. The detail description of the CK metrics are given below.
Weighted Methods per Class (WMC) The WMC is the sum of all methods that belong
to a class [31]. It indicates how much effort is required to develop and maintain a particular
class. The low value of WMC points to greater polymorphism and the high value indicates
the class is complex, difficult to maintain and reuse. The classes with high value of WMC
are often re-factored into two or more classes to make the source code simple, maintainable
and reusable.
Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT) The DIT simply counts the number of ancestors of
a class [31]. The high value of DIT means the class inherits greater number of methods
which makes a class complicated and complex. To the Object Oriented Programing (OOP)
point of view, a class should maintain the single responsibility principle. When a class
inherits a lot of classes, it is most likely that the class inherits a lot of methods which is the
violation of the OOP principle. As a result, the designed system cannot utilize the benefits
of OOP principles.
From the Figure 2.2, the DIT values of different classes are given below:
• DIT (C0 ) = 0
• DIT (C1 ) = 0
• DIT (C2 ) = 1
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Figure 2.2: The class hierarchy of an OO system
• DIT (C3 ) = 2
• DIT (C4 ) = 3
• DIT (C5 ) = 4
Number of Children (NOC) The NOC simply counts the immediate sub-classes of a
given class [31]. It is also a measure of how many sub-classes are going to be inherited
by the methods of a particular parent class. From Figure 2.2, the NOC values of different
classes are given below:
• NOC (C0 ) = 1
• NOC (C1 ) = 1
• NOC (C2 ) = 1
• NOC (C3 ) = 2
• NOC (C4 ) = 3
• NOC (C5 ) = 4
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The NOC value also gives the potential influence of a class on the system designing.
The high value of NOC ensures the high usage of the inheritance and the greater possibility
of the reusability in a system. Sometimes, it may also be a case of misuse of sub-classing
and increase the system complexity that results more testing of the methods to ensure the
quality of a software.
Response for a Class (RFC) The RFC metric is the total number of all methods that can
be executed in response to a message received by a class [31]. It is the sum of the methods
of a class and all distinct methods that are invoked directly within the class methods. If a
class invokes large number of methods in a response, the testing and debugging of the class
becomes more complicated and the tester requires a greater level of understanding to test
the method.
Coupling Between Objects (CBO) The CBO simply counts the number classes to
which one single class is connected [31]. A class can be coupled to other classes through
parameter passing, shared variables, common database access or direct method calling, etc.
From the example in Figure 2.3, the coupling value of these classes are listed below:

Figure 2.3: The coupling among different classes in an OO system

• CBO(A)=2
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• CBO(B)=2
• CBO(C)=3
• CBO(D)=1
The High value of CBO is always detrimental to modular design and prevents reuse of
classes. When a class has high CBO value, it means that the class has high dependency to
the other classes. So, the corresponding class has high possibility of having defects than
others and needs more testing compared to other. On the contrary, the low value of CBO
indicates the simplicity of a class and it is easy to reuse in another application.
Lack of Cohesion of Method (LCOM) The cohesion measures how well the methods
in a class are connected to each other [31]. It actually means the number of methods that
do not share common fields like methods, properties, etc. A class is called cohesive class
if it performs only one function. So, the lack of cohesion means that the class performs
more than one responsibility. From the OOP point of view, a class should perform only one
responsibility. The LCOM value is used to determine whether the class violates the single
responsibility principle or not.
LCOM = 1 means that the class is cohesive class and LCOM ≥ 2 means that the class
has more than one responsibility and should be split to make the design simple. High
cohesion among the methods is always desirable as it helps to achieve encapsulation. Low
cohesion indicates the inappropriate design and high complexity which leads to create fault
prone software.
In Figure 2.4, a class consists of methods A through E and variables x and y. A calls B
and B accesses x. Both C and D access y. D calls E, but E does not access any variables.
This class has 2 unrelated components. The class can be split into the following components such as A, B, x and C, D, E, y. So, it will be appropriate to split the class into two
classes. For this class, the LCOM value is 2.
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Figure 2.4: A simple overview of lack of cohesion in a class

Figure 2.5: A simple overview of a cohesive class
In Figure 2.5, Method C access x to increase cohesion. Now the class consists of a
single component where each and every variable and method are connected to each other.
So the LCOM value for this class is 1. It is a cohesive class.

2.3.2

Software Size Metrics

Besides the CK metrics [31], the well known software size metrics which are the Number
of Public Methods (NPM) [3] and the Lines of Code (LOC) [3] have been employed for
defect prediction. The short description of those are given below.
Number of Public Method (NPM) It is the sum of public methods in a class that
can accessible from outside of the class [3]. The high value of NPM indicates that the
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class is highly coupled with other classes because these are interfaces by which classes
communicates to each other. The high value of NPM also shows that the corresponding
class is too complex and has many responsibilities which complicates the system.
Lines of Code (LOC) The LOC simply counts the total number of lines from the source
code by avoiding pure whitespace and lines containing only comments [3]. It measures the
volume of the source code. It can only be used to compare projects, built by the same programing language and the same coding standards. It is typically used to predict the amount
of effort that will be required to develop a program, as well as to estimate programming
productivity or maintainability once the software is produced.

2.3.3 Other Code Metrics
Besides the above discussed software code metrics, there are also other code metrics such
as Halstead Metrics [37], McCabe metrics [38], etc. All of these code metrics are frequently
used for defect prediction. The McCabe metrics is used to capture the structural complexity
of the source codes [38]. It includes cyclomatic complexity v(g), design complexity ev(g)
and essential complexity iv(g). Cyclomatic complexity measures the number of linearly
independent paths to determine the source codes complexity. The Halstead Code Metrics
[37] is another way to measure the complexity of a program’s source code. It measures the
complexity and difficulty of the source code using the number of distinct operators (n1 ), the
number of distinct operands (n2 ), the total number of operators (N1 ) and the total number
of operands (N2 ). It can be used to calculate the program’s length, difficulty, effort, bug,
volume, etc.
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2.4

Conclusion

This chapter discusses briefly about the software defect prediction models along with various ways of predicting software defects. It also highlights the linear regression as the selected software defect prediction model with the challenges that must be taken into account
when predicting software defects. Lastly, It lists out the most significant code metrics,
that is CK metrics for OO system. The next chapter discusses about the proposed Package
Based Clustering (PBC) for software defect prediction.
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Chapter 3
Package Based Clustering
In this chapter, the proposed Package Based Clustering, selected Dataset, prediction model
and its validation process are outlined. Finally, the result analysis is carried to show the
importance and effectiveness of the proposed technique.

3.1

Introduction

Software defect prediction models use software code metrics and knowledge from previous projects to predict software defects for future releases. Early estimating the faultiness
of a software can help practitioners to assess their current project status as well as it reduces the software development cost. To predict defects before software testing process,
many researches have been conducted using different defect prediction models, for example, Neural network, Naive Bayes, Regression modeling, Decision tree, etc. [13]. Most of
those models predict software defects by considering the entire system. Due to variability
in software data, prediction models considering the entire system do not always provide the
desired results [30]. So, if software defects are predicted by partitioning the software into
multiple clusters, it may produce better results than those [3].
Software clustering can be accomplished by using different clustering algorithms such
as BorderFlow [3], subtractive clustering [4], etc. Those clustering algorithms use software
code metrics, for example, Class level, Method level, Process level, etc. or source code
dependencies such as class reference to form clusters from the software. Although, clustering algorithms help defect prediction models to improve the accuracy and performance,
all of those cannot always provide the best results because of the inefficiency of clustering
algorithms to group the software.
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In recent years, several software defect prediction models have been developed to predict software defects. Menzies et al. [5, 6] proposed that learning from software clusters
with similar characteristics is better than learning from the entire system, because it may
falsify the data used by the prediction model. It performs clustering by using WHERE
clustering technique which only considers the code metrics and learning treatment from
pairs of neighboring clusters. Scaniello et al. [3] proposed a defect prediction model using
clustering where it considers step wise linear regression model to predict defects. It uses
BorderFlow algorithm to form clusters among the related classes by using references between methods and attributes. Sidhu et al. [4] proposed a software fault prediction model
which uses subtractive clustering algorithm and fuzzy inference system for early detection
of faults. To predict the faults, Zimmermann et al. [39] proposed the use of components for
grouping software metrics, because the likelihood to fail of a component is dependent on
its problem domain.
In this dissertation, a new way to group the source code for software defect prediction
is proposed to improve the accuracy by using Package Based Clustering (PBC) rather than
the entire system. PBC groups the software, implemented using Java, into a number of
clusters using package information of each OO classes. To find clusters, PBC lists out all
OO classes by using textual analysis of source code. It then reads those classes to extract
the package information to form clusters. If the number of OO classes of a cluster is smaller
than the number of explanatory variables used in the defect prediction model, it combines
small clusters to enable those in order to apply prediction model.
To validate the PBC, an experiment has been conducted on open source software which
are Ant, Xalan from Promise Repository [12]. At the beginning of the experiment, selected software were partitioned into multiple clusters using PBC. Then the linear regression model has been applied to each cluster to find predicted defects. Finally, to show the
importance and effectiveness of the proposed PBC, results are compared with the predic-
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tion model considering BorderFlow and the entire system. In this context, by considering
the OO classes’ relationships and similarities, PBC performs better than the BorderFlow
clustering algorithm and the entire system.

3.2

Related Work

The literature in defect prediction focuses on predicting software defects by establishing relationships between software defects and code metrics such as CBO, LCOM, LOC, WMC,
NPM, etc. Existing software defect prediction techniques use different types of prediction
models, for example, statistical inference and machine learning model, and Datasets such
as Promise Repository [12] and NASA Dataset [29] to predict defects. Some prediction
models predict defects considering the entire system and other use clustering of source
code to predict defects. Here, the widely used defect prediction models using clustering of
source code along with the selection of the most significant code metrics are described.

3.2.1 Clustering Based Defect Prediction
The source code clustering based defect prediction model divides the whole software Dataset
into multiple clusters for training the prediction model more accurately. The software engineering Datasets always contain lots of variabilities such as heterogeneity among the code
metrics. These variabilities cause the poor fit of machine learning algorithms or statistical
inferences to the Dataset. If the variablities among the Datasets can be minimized by clustering, it will increase the probability of fitting the data to the machine learning algorithms
or statistical inferences. Many researches have already been carried out to group the software engineering Dataset for predicting software defects. Some of those experiments are
outlined below.
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Schroter et al. proposed a defect prediction model that uses program’s import dependencies to predict defect for an OO class [40]. For each OO file, it groups its imported
classes to form a cluster and maps the past failure history of those classes to the selected
OO class. It then predicts the failure-prone possibility of an OO class by using four prediction techniques based on linear regression model, Ridge regression, Regression tree and
SVM respectively. The proposed model has been implemented on 52 eclipse plug-ins.
Results show that the design and past failure history of a software can be used in defect
prediction. It is the first experiment which tries to group the program’s dependencies for
predicting defects. Although it works well, the main drawbacks of this experiment is: it
only considers import dependencies by ignoring the impact of other dependencies such as
call dependencies, data dependencies, etc.
To resolve the above problems, Zimmermann et al. proposed a technique to predict defect at the design time by considering call dependencies, data dependencies, and Windows
specific dependencies such as shared registry entries [39]. It uses Support Vector Machine
(SVM) to predict the post release defects at design time with precision ranged between
0.58 and 0.73. To perform the experiments, it collects the dependencies of all binaries such
as executable files, for example, COM, EXE, etc. and dynamic-link files such as DLL for
Windows Server 2003. It concludes that the software’s defect proneness can be predicted
by using the dependencies among all binaries. These usage of code dependencies indicate
the importance of using clustering technique in SDP.
Tan et al. proposed a defect prediction method based on functional clustering of the
program to improve the performance [41]. For finding clusters, it uses Latent Semantic
Indexing (LSI) to group the software into multiple clusters. It uses the linear regression and
logistic regression for building the prediction models. It selects two-thirds of the Dataset to
train the prediction models and the remaining for test. The prediction capability is justified
by using Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients of predictive and actual defects [7].
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To assess the effectiveness of the proposed model, an experiment has been conducted on a
software built by Java with a high fault probability. Results show that the prediction model
built on clustering performs better than the class based models in terms of precision and
recall. It is another important hypothesis to use the clustering technique in SDP.
The usage of the subtractive clustering algorithm and the fuzzy inference system for
early detection of faults was proposed by Sidhu et al. [4]. This approach has been tested
with defect Datasets of NASA software projects named as PC1 and CM1. It uses the
combined model of requirements metrics and code based metrics from the Dataset. Results
show that the accuracy of this model is better than other models considering accuracy, mean
square error and root mean square error. Although this approach performs well, there is no
defined rules to find the sufficient number of clusters using subtractive clustering algorithm
and when to stop executing the algorithm. The prediction model’s accuracy shows more
researches are needed to perform on source code clustering for defect prediction.
To resolve the variabilities among the Dataset, Menzies et al. proposed a software defect prediction model that learns from software clusters with similar characteristics [5, 6].
It shows learning from software clusters is better than learning from the entire system because it may falsify the data used by the prediction model. It performs clustering by using
WHERE clustering technique that considers the code metrics and learning treatment using
pairs of neighboring clusters. It also generates rules to reduce the number of defects from
the local learning but there also exists the conclusion instability. It advises that empirical software engineering should focus on ways to find the best local lessons for groups of
related projects. It also shows that global context is often obsolete for particular local contexts in defect prediction. This premise also shows the importance of using the clustering
of software Dataset to provide the accurate Dataset for training SDP model.
Bettenburg et al. [30] proposed three kinds of predictors; those were (i) global model
uses the entire Dataset for training; (ii) local model uses the subsets of the Dataset for
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training, and (iii) multivariate adaptive regression which splines a global model with local
consideration. The third model is the hybrid between global and local model. The proposed
three kinds of predictors use linear regression as prediction model. To perform experiments,
it collects the Dataset from Promise Repository [12] and then it applies Correlation Analysis (CA) and Variance Inflation (VI) factors analysis on the Dataset to find the potential
multi-collinearity between the source code metrics. In the case of local model, Dataset are
partitioned into regions by a clustering algorithm, named as MCLUST, based on software
code metrics. To avoid over-fitting in the global and local models, the appropriate subset
of the independent variables are selected by using Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). It
solves the problems of over-fitting by defining penalty term for each prediction variable entering into the model. Finally it uses 10-fold cross validation to get more stable and robust
results. Results show that the local model is better than the global model and the global
model with local consideration outperforms both the global and local models in all cases.
This is also another implication of using clustering in the defect prediction.
Scaniello et al. [3] proposed a defect prediction model which predicts defects using step
wise linear regression (SWLR) that uses clustering of the source code rather than the entire
system. It considers references between methods and attributes to form clusters among
the related classes using BorderFlow algorithm [42]. The BorderFlow clustering algorithm
performs clustering by maximizing the flow from the border to center and minimizing
the flow from border to outside of the cluster. Then it applies the SWLR model on each
cluster and produces better results than other models that perform prediction considering
the entire system. It focuses on clustering using source code whereas Menzies et al. [5, 6]
focuses on clustering using code metrics. It forms clusters considering only related classes
which means it only uses coupling information among the classes to form clusters. So, the
other code metrics’ impacts are needed to analyze for defect prediction. It is also another
hypothesis to perform more researches on clustering of software Dataset for SDP model.
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In a nutshell, a general overview of defect prediction using clustering emphasizes to
group the software source code by applying different clustering approaches to train the
prediction model more perfectly. All of the above discussed clustering algorithms such
as BorderFlow [3], LSI [41], Subtractive clustering algorithm [4] use software code metrics, source code dependencies or code similarities, etc. to group the source codes. Some
approaches use PCA to reduce the dimension of the Dataset before applying the different
clustering algorithms [4–6]. None of those methods work perfectly in all Promise Repository’s Datasets [12]. So, further researches are needed to perform on clustering of source
code for defect prediction.

3.2.2 Code Metrics Selection
The code or software metric is a quantitative measure to define the quality of a software
system. There are lots of software metrics such as method level, class level, component
level, process level, cyclomatic complexity, etc [13]. These software metrics have multidimensional usage in the software industry such as schedule and budget planning, cost
estimation, quality testing, software debugging, software performance optimization, etc.
Apart from those, it has been used for defect prediction to improve software qualities.
Among all the metrics, the method level metric is widely used in structured programming
and Object Oriented Programing (OOP) paradigm and the class level code metric is only
used for OOP paradigm. All of the above metrics’ properties are not significant for defect
prediction [13, 43, 44]. To analyze the importance of those metrics, many researches have
already been carried out to identify the best set of metrics for defect prediction. Some of
these researches are listed below.
Cyclomatic complexity is the first attempt to measure the complexity of a software by
Thomas J. McCabe Sr. in 1976 [38]. It computes the complexity of a program by measuring
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the linearly independent execution paths from the source code. It draws the control flow
graph of a program by considering each instruction as node and data flow among nodes as
directed edges. Cyclomatic complexity, (M) of a program can be calculated by using the
Equation 3.1.

M = EN + 2P

(3.1)

where,
• E = the number of edges of the graph
• N = the number of nodes of the graph and
• P = the number of connected components
It suggests that the cyclomatic complexity of a program should be smaller than 10
because the high cyclometic complexity means the high probability of having faults [38].
It has been used to measure the quality of source code. Besides this, it is also widely used
for test case generation and defect prediction.
Halstead Code Metrics [37] is another way to measure the complexity of a program’s
source code. It measures the complexity and difficulty of the source code using the number
of distinct operators (n1 ), the number of distinct operands (n2 ), the total number of operators
(N1 ) and the total number of operands (N2 ). It uses n1 , n2 , N1 and N2 to calculate the
following measures:
• Program vocabulary, η = η1 + η2
• Program length, N = N1 +N2
• Calculated program length, N̂ = η1 log2 η1 + η2 log2 η2
• Volume, V = N × log2 η
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• Difficulty, D =

η1
2

×

N2
η2

• Effort, E = D × V
• Programs execution time, T =
• Delivered bug, B =

E
18

V
3000

The CK metrics was proposed by Chidamber and Kemerer, to help the designers and
managers by providing the inner design details of an OO system [31]. These metrics are calculated by inspecting the relationship among different classes from an OO system. These
are Weighted Methods per Class (WMC), Depth Inheritance Tree (DIT), Number of Children (NOC), Coupling Between Object classes (CBO), Response For Class (RFC) and Lack
of Cohesion in Methods (LCOM). These metrics are widely employed in fault prediction
to improve the quality of an OO system. The detail description of these metrics are given
in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1.
To analyze the impact of the CK metrics in defect prediction [31], Basili et al. performed an experiment using logistic regression to explore the relationship between the CK
metrics and the fault-proneness of OO classes [45]. To perform the experiments, it collects
eight software projects, developed by eight groups of students at University of Maryland
using C++. Results show that the code metrics such as RFC, NOC, DIT are very significant
in defect prediction. The CBO, WMC are significant specially in User Interface (UI) level
classes and the remaining metric LCOM seems to be significant at all cases.
Gyimothy et al. performed a study to analyze how CK metrics can be employed for
the fault-proneness detection of an open source software [46]. For this purpose, it uses
statistical methods, for example, logistic and linear regression and machine learning algorithms such as decision tree and neural network. To perform the experiments, it collects
an open source software, named as Mozilla and its bug report from Bugzilla database [47].
After that, it applies the statistical methods and the machine learning algorithms to the
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Mozilla. Results show that the CBO is the best metric and WMC, RFC and LOC are the
most significant metrics, while DIT and LCOM are less significant and the NOC seems to
be unimportant in defect prediction.
The usefulness of OO metrics such as CK metric [31], in fault prediction was also investigated by Zhou et al. [44]. It focuses on how accurately the six CK metrics can predict
defects when taking the fault severity into account. Each of these metrics have been tested
using logistic regression and three machine learning algorithms such as Naive Bayes, Random Forest and Nearest Neighbor with generalization (NNge), on a public NASA Dataset
such as KC1. The findings of this experiment show that the CK metrics works well in low
severity of defects rather than the high severity. It also shows that the CBO, WMC, RFC
and LCOM metrics are statistically significant in both high or low fault severity. The DIT
is not significant at any severity level while NOC is only significant at low fault severity.
Pai et al. used Bayesian networks to analyze the effects of CK metrics [31] on the
number of defects and the defect proneness of a class [43]. It uses KC1 project from the
NASA metrics data repository. It builds a Bayesian network where parent nodes are the
CK metrics [31] and child nodes represent the fault content and fault proneness. After the
model has been created, it uses Spearman correlation analysis [7] to check whether the
variables of the CK metrics are independent or not. It shows that SLOC, CBO, WMC and
RFC are the most significant metrics to determine fault content and fault proneness. It
discovers that the correlation coefficients of these metrics such as SLOC, CBO, WMC and
RFC with fault content are 0.56, 0.52, 0.352, and 0.245 respectively. On the other hand,
it also finds that both DIT and NOC are not significant and LCOM seems to be significant
for determining fault content.
Catal investigated 90 software defect prediction papers published between 1990 and
2009 [13]. He categorized those papers and reviewed each paper from the perspectives
of metrics, learning algorithms and Datasets. According to this review, the method level
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metrics such as Halstead [37] and McCabe [38] metrics are most influential metrics in
defect prediction and also suggests to use class level metrics for the OO programs. It also
shows that the CK metrics is mostly used class level metrics in the defect prediction.
Radjenovic et al. [48] classified 106 papers on SDP according to metrics and context
properties. It concludes the proportions of OO metrics, traditional source code metrics,
and process metrics are 49%, 27%, and 24%, respectively. Among all of metrics, CK [31]
metrics are the most frequently used in defect prediction. The CK metrics has been reported
to be more successful than traditional size and complexity metrics.
Okutan et al. performed an experiment to identify the most effective set of metrics in
the defect prediction [36]. For this purpose, it uses Bayesian network to determine the probabilistic influential relationships among the software code metrics. It introduces two new
code metrics such as Number Of Developers (NOD) and Lack Of Coding Quality (LOCQ).
An experiment has been conducted on the 9 open source Promise Repository Datasets [12].
Results show that RFC, LOC and LOCQ are the most significant and effective metrics and
LCOM, WMC and CBO are less effective metrics in the defect prediction. In addition, it
also shows that NOC and DIT are not effective metrics in defect prediction.
Peng He et al. [35] performed an experiment on 34 releases of 10 open source software
projects to find out the most effective set of code metrics for the defect prediction. It also
identifies the most suitable defect prediction model that works well in both within project
and cross project. The proposed technique uses greedy step wise search algorithm by using
forward or backward approach for finding the best of code metrics. It identifies the top
k-code metrics that are CBO, LOC, RFC, LCOM, CE (Efferent Coupling), NPM, CBM,
WMC, etc. Among all the metrics, it lists CBO, LOC and LCOM as the most significant
and influential metrics in defect prediction. It also shows that the success of any prediction
model depends on the training data.
The above discussions on the software code metrics show the class level metrics, espe-
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cially CK metrics suite, is the most popular and widely used metrics in the software defect
prediction. Among the CK metrics, the CBO, RFC, LCOM, WMC are seem to be most
significant and NOC and DIT are less significant metrics. The widely used size metrics
LOC and NPM are also significant in defect prediction. Many researches also show that
the other metrics such as CE and CBM have positive impact in defect prediction. So, to
incorporate all the previously investigated experiments, the CK metrics along with LOC
and NPM should be used as selected code metrics for the defect prediction.
In summary, in the first section, all existing clustering techniques are summarized, that
have been already used in the software defect prediction to improve the training procedure.
In the next section, it lists all the most significant code metrics in the context of software
defect prediction. This thesis combines both existing work to improve the accuracy and
performance of the SDP model.

3.3

Overview of the Java Project

As this research is based on the OO software built by Java, this section provides the detail
description of Java project hierarchy to understand the proposed technique. Normally, a
Java project consists of some Packages, Classes, Interfaces, etc. For more clarification, the
inner details of Class and Package are given below since Interfaces are bit like classes. A
Java project hierarchy to represent Project, Packages and Classes is depicted in Figure 3.1.

3.3.1 Class
A class is a building block of all functionality in the OOP. When a class is declared, it
actually creates a new data type which is then used to create object of that type. Thus, a
class is a template for an object, and an object is an instance of a class.
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Figure 3.1: The software project hierarchy developed by Java
When a class is declared, it holds its functionalities by specifying the data. A class may
contain only data or only some functionalities, but most of real world classes contain both.
A class is declared by using the class keyword. The general form of a class definition in
Java is shown in Source Code 3.1.
Source Code 3.1: The class template in Java

class classname {
type instance-variable1;
type instance-variable2;
// ...
type instance-variableN;

type methodname1(parameter-list) {
// body of method
}
type methodname2(parameter-list) {
// body of method
}
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type methodnameN(parameter-list) {
// body of method
}
}

The data or variables, defined within a class are called instance variables because each
instance of the class contains its own copy of those variables. Thus, the data of one object
is separated and unique from another. The methods and variables defined within a class are
also called members of the class. The instance variables are often used by the method, that
decide how the instance variable will be used.

3.3.2

Package

A package is a grouping of related types providing access protection and namespace management. The package command declares a place where the classes will be stored. If
package is not declared for a class, the class file will be stored in default package. The
general form of the declaring package statement is:
Package pkg;
Here, pkg is the name of the package. For example, the following statement creates a
package named myPackage.
Package myPackage;
Java uses file system directory just like a computer’s file system directory. More than
one file can have the same package name. The source files that are declared must be
stored in a package. In the case of nested package, a package may contain inner packages. In that case the package naming structure can be expressed as follows: Package
pkg1[.pkg2[.pkg3]]; A short example of Java package is illustrated in Source Code 3.2 and
Source Code 3.3.
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Source Code 3.2: The package template in Java

Package myPackage;
class Calculator{
int numberA, numberB;

int Sum( int numberA,

int numberB) {

return numberA+ number;
}
int multiply( int numberA,

int numberB) ) {

return numberA* number;
}
}

Source Code 3.3: The nested package template in Java

// Hello .java
import javax.swing.JApplet;
import java.awt.Graphics;

public class Hello extends

JApplet {

public void paintComponent(Graphics g) {
g.drawString( "Hello , world !", 65, 95);
}
}
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3.4

Proposed Package Based Clustering Algorithm

Existing clustering techniques consider a number of source code characteristics, for example, source code dependencies or similarities, code metrics, lexical similarity to group the
software into clusters. To the best of author knowledge, no such technique yet considers
both code relationship and similarity to group the source codes. In this thesis, a new Package Based Clustering (PBC) algorithm is proposed to group the software using the package
information because package holds the related and similar objects in an OO system.
The proposed PBC algorithm groups a software into multiple clusters using related and
similar OO classes. The functionality of PBC can be classified as OO Class Identification,
Cluster Formation and Cluster Validation. These are summarized below.

3.4.1 OO Class Identification
At the beginning of the clustering process, the proposed algorithm lists down all files from
software project and then it identifies potential files that will be considered for constructing
clusters. In this context, the software project is built using Java, so the proposed algorithm
performs searching by considering the file extension with . java.
Software project may contain lots of files such as xml, image, html or other files to
make a software functional. Since the OO file determines the behaviors of software, defect
prediction model finds only OO files to predict defects. Here, the OO class identification
step is performed by searching the files that end with . java because software Datasets used
in this experiment are developed by Java. The overall OO class identification process for
PBC algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1.
In this algorithm, it traverse all files using Line 1 and checks the file extension using
Line 2. Then it only stores files having extension with . java using Line 3. This process
stops when no file available for executing works.
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Algorithm 1 OO class identification
1: for each file do
2:
if fileNameExtention = .java then
3:
Add file to programClassList
4:
end if
5: end for

3.4.2

Package Identification and Cluster formation

After the identification of the OO classes, the PBC finds the package name of each class.
To identify package information of a Java file, it reads the file and retrieves the package
name by matching the pattern structure, for example, package packageName;.
At the end of the identification of the package name, it groups the files into multiple
clusters based on the package name. For each distinct package name, it creates an array
to store the file’s name that resides under the same package. If package name is already
considered, it adds an OO class to the existing array of that package, otherwise it creates
another for the new package to add its OO class. The whole process is performed using
Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Package Identification and Cluster formation
1: for each programClassList do
2:
Read OO File
3:
Search Each OO File For PackageName
4:
if packageName Contains In PackageContainer then
5:
Add File To packageName
6:
else
7:
Add New PackageName To PackageContainer
8:
end if
9: end for
In a word, the PBC finds out the package name of each class and lists all package name
from the source codes as shown in Lines 1 − 2. If package name is already considered
as cluster, it adds OO class to the existing package using Lines 4 − 5, otherwise it creates
another cluster to add OO class as shown in Lines 6 − 7.
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3.4.3 Cluster Validation
Packages may contain different number of classes. Some packages may have lots of classes
and other may have only few classes. In this thesis, the SDP model uses eight independent
or explanatory variables, described in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1. So if number of classes in
a package is less than the explanatory variables used in the prediction model, it would fail
to predict defects. In this case, to make defect prediction model successful, small packages
are combined to form a joint cluster by applying the Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Cluster validation
1: for each Package in packageContainer do
2:
if NumberO fClassInPackage <NumberO fVaribale then
3:
Add To Joint Cluster
4:
end if
5: end for
This part only joins small clusters because the prediction model cannot draw conclusion
from small clusters. For that purpose, it analyzes each newly created cluster and counts
each cluster’s elements. Then it combines small clusters to create joint cluster using Line
3 only when the number of elements in a cluster is less than elements than the number of
independent variables used in the prediction model.
In a nutshell, the PBC algorithm groups a software project based on package information as package is a collection of similar and related classes. The whole PBC algorithm is
illustrated in the Algorithm 4.

3.5

Experimental Setup and Result Analysis

In this section, the experimental environment setup and the results analysis of the PBC
along with BorderFlow clustering algorithms are analyzed. This section presents the implementation details of the proposed PBC, Dataset collection, used BorderFlow clustering
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Algorithm 4 Package based Clustering (PBC)
Require: Package Container C = 0, Package Name N = 0, Program Class List L = 0, Number Of Varibale V , PackageSize P S = 0, File Name F , Number Of Class In Package,
N P.
1: for each f ile do
2:
if F ends with . java then
3:
Add file to L
4:
end if
5: end for
6: for each L do
7:
Read program file
8:
Search each OO file for N
9:
if N contains in C then
10:
Add file to N
11:
else
12:
Add new N To C
13:
end if
14: end for
15: for each package in C do
16:
if N P <V then
17:
Add to joint cluster
18:
end if
19: end for
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technique. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed PBC is measured by taking the mean,
variance and standard deviation of absolute residuals.

3.5.1 Software Defect Prediction Model
Software defect prediction model predicts the defects of a class by analyzing the relationships between software code metrics and software defects. In this thesis, the linear
regression model is selected as the prediction model to predict defects of a particular class
because the relationship among code metrics’ properties is linear [7, 49]. The detail description of linear regression model is already described in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.1.
The linear regression model uses a set of independent variables which are WMC, CBO,
DIT, LCOM, LOC, NPM, RFC, NOC (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1 for detail description)
to predict the dependent variable which is defect. The linear equation used by the linear
regression model is given in Equation 3.2 [7].

Y = b1 x1 + b2 x2 + b3 x3 + b4 x4 + b5 x5 + b6 x6 + b7 x7 + b8 x8 + c

(3.2)

where,
• Y is the number of defects in an OO class
• x1 ...x8 are the independent variables which are CBO, LCOM, DIT, RFC, WMC,
LOC, NPM and NOC
• b1 ...b8 are the coefficient values of those independent variables respectively
• c is the value of Y when all independent variables are 0.
In this thesis, similar as Juban et al. [50], 80% data is used to train the prediction model
and the remaining data is used to assess the performance and accuracy of the model.
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3.5.2 Prediction Validation
To evaluate the quality of the defect prediction model achieved by the linear regression
analysis, the Mean (M), Median (Md) and Standard Deviation (StD) of Absolute Residuals
(AR) are computed. The AR value, widely used in the performance measure of the linear
regression model [3, 51], is the difference between predicted defects and actual defects of
a particular OO class. The smaller value of AR shows the better accuracy of the prediction
model [3].
To compare the proposed method PBC with BorderFlow in terms of defect prediction
accuracy, the error is computed by using the Equation 3.3 [3]. The error value shows
how much better or worse the proposed dimension reduction technique is in the context of
software defect prediction [3].

error =

MAR(PBC) − MAR(BorderFlow)
StDAR(BorderFlow)

(3.3)

where,
• MAR(PBC) is the mean value of AR using PBC
• MAR(BorderFlow) is the mean value of AR using BorderFlow
• StDAR(BorderFlow) is the standard deviation of AR using BorderFlow
The error value is the ration of two techniques’ mean difference and the standard deviation of the technique to which another technique is compared. As a result, it assumes
values in between -1 and +1. For a software release, negative values of error indicate the
proposed approach PBC outperforms BorderFlow technique, while a positive value indicates the BorderFlow outperforms the proposed PBC.
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3.5.3 Existing Clustering Algorithms
For software defect prediction, many prominent clustering algorithms have been used to
group software into multiple clusters. To validate the new clustering algorithm, the comparison needs to be accomplished between the proposed and existing clustering techniques.
In this section, the existing clustering algorithm that is considered to compare results with
the proposed clustering algorithm is described below.
BorderFlow
BorderFlow clustering algorithm is successfully implemented in [3, 52] to group the
software into multiple clusters. It treats the whole software as a collection of nodes to
represent the whole software as a graph. It maximizes the flow from the border of each
cluster to the nodes within the cluster, while minimizing the flow from cluster to the nodes
outside. In this context, the goal of this algorithm is to find groups of tightly coupled classes
which are likely to implement a set of related features.
Let, a cluster X, is a subset of V, b(X) is the set of border nodes of X, and n(X) is
a function used to identify the set of direct neighbors of X. Ω is a function that assigns
the total number of the edges such as dependencies from a subset to another subsets using
Equation 3.4. Then BorderFlow ratio can be measured by using Equation 3.5.

Ω(X,Y ) = ∑ e(ci , c j )|ci εXandc j εY
F(x) =

Ω(b(X), X)
Ω(b(X), n(X))

(3.4)
(3.5)

To find group of similar and related classes, this algorithm iteratively selects OO classes
known as nodes from n(X) and inserts OO classes in X until F(X) is maximized. The
iterative selection of classes ends when n(X) equals to 0 for each set of classes.
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3.5.4 Tools and Technologies
In this thesis, the SDP model, the proposed PBC and existing BorderFLow clustering technique have been implemented by using the R [53], C# and Java programming languages
respectively. To run R script, Java and C# code, the open source software RStudio, Eclipse
and Visual Studio have been used in this experiment [54]. The short description of R,
RStudio, Java, Eclipse, C# and Visual Studio are given below.
R: It is a programming language for statistical computing and graphics [53]. It is widely
used among statisticians and data miners for data analysis. In this thesis, R has been selected to implement the selected linear regression model because it is open source and easy
to implement.
RStudio: To run R script, the open source software RStudio has been used [54]. It
is a free and open source integrated development environment for R, written by C++ [54].
RStudio is available in two editions: RStudio Desktop, where the program is run locally.and
RStudio Server, which allows accessing RStudio using a web browser while it is running
on a remote Linux server. In this experiment, RStudio Desktop version has been used.
Java: It is a OOP language for building application software. In this thesis, the BorderFlow clustering algorithm is developed using Java.
Eclipse: It is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for Java. It contains a base
workspace and an extensible plug-in system for customizing the environment. It is written
mostly in Java and it can be used to develop applications. In this thesis, the BorderFlow
clustering algorithm is performed on the available software using Eclipse.
C#: It is modern, high-level programming language for building apps using Visual
Studio and the .NET Framework [55, 56]. It is designed to be simple, powerful, type-safe
and OO. In this thesis, the proposed PBC is implemented using C#.
Visual Studio: It is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) by Microsoft for
developing computer programs for Microsoft Windows, as well as web sites, web applica43

tions and web services. In this thesis, the implementation of proposed PBC is performed
on the collected Dataset by the help of Visual Studio version 12.

3.5.5 Dataset Collection
The proposed PBC for software defect prediction has been experimented on 8 releases of
2 open source software built by Java. All of those defect Datasets have been downloaded
from the Promise Repository [12]. Those Datasets contain the corresponding software
code metrics and defect information which are usually used by the prediction model to
predict defects for future releases. The source code for Ant and Xalan are downloaded
from Apache Repository [57] which are used by PBC and BorderFlow to find clusters from
source code. The short description of those Dataset’s software are given below:
Ant: It is a library and command line tool for automating software build processes. In
this experiment, the Ant releases 1.3 to 1.7 have been selected because its Dataset is widely
available and it is developed by Java [12, 57].
Xalan: It is an XSLT processor for transforming XML documents to HTML, text or
other XML document types. The available releases from Xalan 2.4 to 2.7 have been considered here [12, 57].

3.5.6 Implementation Details
To perform the experiment, the prediction model using linear regression model, described
in Section 3.5.1, is considered as the prediction model here. This prediction model is
implemented by using R programming language. This model is also validated using the
validation apporach, discussed in Section 3.5.2.
The proposed clustering method PBC is based on the package information for the
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Table 3.1: The mean, median and standard deviation of Absolute Residual for PBC
Dataset
Ant-1.7
Ant-1.5
Ant-1.4
Ant-1.3
Xalan-2.7
Xalan-2.6
Xalan-2.5
Xalan-2.4

BorderFlow
MAR MdAR StDev
0.563 0.205 0.789
0.117 0.084 0.197
0.421 0.325 0.410
0.176 0.078 0.340
1.369 1.300 0.391
0.770 0.429 1.062
0.664 0.523 0.568
0.182 0.117 0.358

Entire System
MAR MdAR StDev
0.627 0.205 0.933
0.260 0.121 0.287
0.484 0.493 0.337
0.601 0.164 0.794
0.521 0.502 0.404
0.987 0.513 1.103
0.964 0.520 1.543
0.765 0.136 2.137

MAR
0.492
0.199
0.213
0.581
0.433
0.685
0.848
0.312

PBC
MdAR
0.186
0.106
0.213
0.328
0.259
0.510
0.613
0.149

StDev
0.861
0.242
0.137
0.799
0.498
0.645
0.873
0.502

source code developed using Java, is implemented using C#. The BorderFlow clustering algorithm which finds clusters by maximizing the flow from the border of each cluster
to the nodes within the cluster and minimizing the flow from cluster to the nodes outside,
is implemented using Java as described in [3].

3.5.7 Result Analysis
This section presents the result analysis of the SDP model using the proposed PBC compared to BorderFlow algorithm and the entire system that considers no clustering technique.
The result of the SDP model using different clustering approaches are compared by using
the MAR, MdAR and StDAR of the Absolute Residuals (AR). To evaluate the performance
of the SDP model using PBC compared to BorderFlow clustering, both PBC and BorderFlow were applied to the Dataset (discussed in Section 3.5.5) to form clusters. Finally,
results of proposed PBC are analyzed using the ARs generated from the prediction model.
Table 3.1 highlights the Comparison of MAR, MdAR and StDAR of AR values to
identify which method produces smaller AR values. As the smaller AR values represent
the better defect prediction model, it is clear that the SDP model considering BorderFlow
and PBC algorithms perform better than the entire system in all cases but inconsistencies
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Table 3.2: The error values of Dataset
Dataset
Ant-1.7
Ant-1.5
Ant-1.4
Ant-1.3
Xalan-2.7
Xalan-2.6
Xalan-2.5
Xalan-2.4

Error
-8.9%
41.6%
-50.585
118.8%
-238.93%
-7.9%
32.3%
36.3%

exist in AR values produced by the SDP model considering PBC compared to BorderFlow.
In some cases, for example Ant-1.7, the SDP model considering PBC performs better than
BorderFlow, and for Ant-1.5, the SDP model considering BorderFlow performs better than
PBC. From the experimental results, it can be concluded that PBC works well when the
package information can accurately group the source codes. In contrary, BorderFlow works
well when each cluster get sufficient number of objects so that SDP model gets proper
Dataset for training purpose.
The error value shows that how much better or worse the SDP model is compared to
other. The error values are calculated from MAR and StDAR values using Equation 3.3 (see
Section 3.5.2 for detail description). Usually, the negative error value shows high accuracy
and positive value show low accuracy of the SDP model [3]. Since both clustering method
perform better than entire system, it is now only needed to show which clustering technique
is better in software defect prediction. The error values of PBC is calculated considering
only PBC and BorderFlow by applying the Equation 3.3. Table 3.2 summarizes all error
values computed by using Equation 3.3 for the PBC clustering technique.
The error values considering the clustering technique PBC and BorderFlow are summarized in Figure 3.2. In this figure, all points under the horizontal line represent the software
releases; for these the SDP model has better prediction accuracy. Since, the negative value
means that the clustering methods using PBC outperform the clustering methods using
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Figure 3.2: The distribution of error values by PBC
BorderFlow. In this figure, 4 Datasets which are Ant-1.5, Ant-1.3, Xalan-2.5 and Xalan2.4 have positive error values, that means PBC fails to perform better in these Dataset. For
Datasets Ant-1.7, Ant-1.4, Xalan-2.6 and Xalan-2.7, the error values are negative which
mean PBC performs better in those Datasets because of their proper structure in the development time.

3.6

Conclusion

The proposed clustering technique named as PBC is based on the related and similar OO
classes that form packages in java programing convention. It uses textual analysis on source
codes to identify OO classes from a software project and lists out those files. To form
clusters, it extracts the package information from each OO class by searching the package
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name. In special cases, if the number of OO classes of a cluster is smaller than the number
of independent variables used in the prediction model, it combines small clusters to enable
those for the prediction model. Finally the linear regression model considering PBC is
conducted on Ant and Xalan.
Results show that the software defect prediction using the proposed PBC outperforms
the prediction models considering the entire system because PBC uses source code similarities and relationships to group the software. For BorderFlow algorithm, the PBC also
performs better in some cases. In this context, the prediction model considering PBC performs better in 4 Dataset out of 8 than the prediction models built considering BorderFlow.
The next chapter discusses about the grouping of source code based on the similarity
analysis using dimension reduction approach considering the impact of code metrics to
number of defects in an OO class to enable the software engineering Dataset for distance
based clustering algorithms.
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Chapter 4
Similarity Analysis by Reducing the Code Metrics’
Dimension
This chapter discusses about the new proposed dimensions reduction technique considering
impact analysis of code metrics to defects for the software engineering Dataset. It also explains the used prediction model, selected Dataset, experimental setup and implementation
details together with the result analysis of the proposed technique.

4.1

Introduction

Source code similarity analysis by grouping the software into multiple clusters can improve
the performance and accuracy of a SDP model. The effectiveness of a SDP model depends
on the learning procedure because better learning increases the prediction accuracy of a
SDP model. Usually, the software engineering Dataset such as Promise Dataset [12] contains lots of variabilities (for example, heterogeneity among the code metrics), those always
hinder the learning procedure of a SDP model. To minimize those variabilities, the heterogeneity among the Dataset needs to be minimum. For that purpose, multiple clustering
algorithms can be applied on the Dataset to group heterogeneous data together. Besides
those variablities, the Datasets are normally multidimensional because each entry contains
lots of code metrics attributes such as CBO, LCOM, RFC, etc. Those make the Dataset
multidimensional. Due to the multidimensionality, clustering algorithms may not always
perform well. So, if it is possible to minimize the dimensions of the software engineering
Dataset based on their similarities, it will definitely help the clustering algorithms.
In any correlation analysis, the dependent variable, for example, number of defects in
an OO class, depends on a set of independent variables, for example, CBO, LOC, etc. If
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the dimensions of the Dataset are reduced based on the correlation of independent variables
to the dependent variable, the new Dataset should get close values for similar objects. The
independent variable values can be reduced to two latent variables based on their positive
and negative impacts on the dependent variable (for example, defects). In this course, the
similarity between objects can be measured based on their Cartesian distance, if the positive
and negative latent variables (that is, impact) are plotted in a two dimensional plane.
Software engineering Dataset can be reduced by using various dimension reduction
techniques such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Factor Analysis (FA), etc. The
PCA uses covariance matrix, its eigenvector and eigenvalue for reducing the dimensions.
The PCA technique works well for the linear Dataset, but for the nonlinear Dataset and
the Dataset having lots of uncorrelated attributes, it cannot reduce the dimensions properly.
On the other hand, FA is considered the extension of the PCA. It uses correlation matrix
to reduce the Dataset dimensions and the success of FA depends on the choice of the number of factors. Nagappan et al. used PCA to select the best set of attributes for predicting
the failure proneness of the software using the code churn and all dependency information [58–60]. As PCA sometimes causes loss of information, the failure of PCA may
decrease the performance of the technique. Zimmermenn et al. performed an experiment
for predicting defects using network analysis of dependency graphs among various pieces
of codes [61]. For that purpose, it uses PCA to select the best set of attributes by reducing
the multicollinearity among the Dataset. Since it uses PCA, it also inherits the problems
of PCA mentioned above. Menzies et al. used PCA to reduce the multicollinearity of the
Dataset for the SDP model [5, 6]. It plots the Dataset considering the greatest variability
component in x-axis and the next component in y-axis. It then applies the WHERE clustering algorithm to find the similar objects from the Dataset. Although, it uses only two most
significant PCA components for plotting the Dataset, it does not clarify whether only two
components can describe all the variances of the Dataset or not.
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In this thesis, source code Similarity Analysis by Reducing the Code mertics’ dimension (SARCM) is proposed based on the impact of the independent variables to the dependent variable. Where the independent variables are CBO, LCOM, RFC, WMC, etc.
(described in section 2.3.1) and dependent variable is the number of defects in an OO class.
To identify the relationship between the independent and dependent variable, the regression analysis is applied to the available Dataset to calculate the coefficient values. The
coefficient values determine whether the independent variables are positively or negatively
significant to the dependent variable. Then the proportionate impact of each independent
variable on the dependent variable is calculated by multiplying the coefficient value to the
corresponding variable value. Finally, the values that positively significant to the dependent
variable are summed and assigned to one variable named as PosImpactValue and the values
that are negatively significant to the dependent variable are summed to another variable
named as NegImpactValue. Now the similarity score between two objects (in terms of code
metrics) can be measured by the distance where PosImpactValue and NegImpactValue are
considered as x and y respectively. This Dataset is easily plotable to the two dimensional
plane considering PosImpactValue as x-axis and NegImpactValue as y-axis.
As the dimension of the Dataset is reduced based on the significance of independent
variables to the dependent variable, the similar objects become closer to each other in the
two dimensional plane. Now different distance based clustering technique can accurately
identify clusters from the software engineering Dataset with similar properties.
To show the importance and effectiveness of the proposed technique, an experiment
has been performed on some open source software such as jEdit, Ant, Xalan, etc. from the
Promise Repository [12]. The proposed technique reduces the dimensions of the Dataset for
the different distance based clustering algorithms. The clustering algorithms such as DBSCAN [62], WHERE clustering [5,6] have been applied to the dimension reduced Dataset.
Then the linear regression model has been applied to each cluster to find predicted de-
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fects. To compare the results of the dimension reduction approach, these two clustering
approaches were also applied to another dimension reduced Dataset by PCA. Finally, results are compared to show how dimension reduction technique affects the clustering and
the clustering affects the defect prediction model.
Results show that the proposed dimension reduction technique using the coefficient
values can successfully assign new values to each entry based on the significance of independent variables to dependent variable. As a result, both DBSCAN [62] and WHERE
clustering techniques [5, 6] using SARCM outperform PCA in the defect prediction because PCA may lose some information. Experimental results show that the SDP model
outperforms in 14 Datasets out of 17, divided by the DBSCAN and WHERE clustering
using SARCM technique.

4.2

Related Work

Due to the multidimensionality of the software engineering Dataset, the distance based
clustering algorithms may not work properly. To reduce the multidimensionality of the
Dataset, there exists lots of dimension reduction approaches in the literature [63,64]. Many
researches in SDP have already used those dimension reduction approaches successfully to
reduce the dimensions of the Dataset. In this section, the widely used dimension reduction
techniques and their usage in SDP are described.

4.2.1 Existing Dimension Reduction Techniques
Dimension Reduction (DR) is a process of reducing a set of variables into minimum number
of variables that can explain the data perfectly. The goal of this approach is to find out a
set of correlated variables to form a new smaller set of latent variables with minimum loss
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of information [49]. There are lots of ways to perform DR in a Dataset such as Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) [63, 65, 66], Feature Selection (FA) [64, 67], etc. Some of the
DR techniques are outlined below.

Principal Component Analysis
The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) uses an orthogonal transformation to convert a
set of correlated observations into a set of linearly uncorrelated variables called principal
components [63, 65, 66]. It reduces the dimensions of a Dataset into minimum number of
dimensions that can describe all the varibality of the data. To reduce the dimensions, it first
subtract the mean of each dimension from the Dataset and generates covariance matrix of
the Dataset. Then it calculates the eigenvector and eigenvalue of the covariance matrix.
Finally, it chooses components and feature vector from the eigenvalue and eigenvector.
Normally, the total number of principal component is less than or equal to the number of
original dimensions of the Dataset. The first principal component is the linear combination of n-variables that has maximum variance, so it gives as much variation in the data as
possible. Just like first component, the second principal component is also the linear combination of n-variables maximizing the remaining variation as possible, with the constraint
that the correlation between the first and second component is 0. Like first and second
component, the i-th principal component maximizes the remaining variation of the data.
For the software engineering Dataset like Promise Repository [12], where each and
every attributes are significant to the dependent variable (for example, the impact of CBO,
LCOM, LOC, etc.) to the defect, selecting minimum number of components may cause
a considerable loss of information. Sometimes PCA analysis selects lots of features to
maximize the cumulative variance which also may impede the SDP model because more
features make the training process difficult.
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Factor Analysis
The Factor Analysis (FA), another way of reducing the dimension of a Dataset [64, 67], is
considered as the extension of the PCA technique. It is based on the correlation matrix of
the variables whereas PCA uses covariance matrix. It produces latent variables by joining
a set of observed variables. To produce latent variables, it uses the available data, common
factors and mean of the data. Then it produces the factor model just like regression equation, to produce factor loadings. Finally it transforms the factors into latent variables to
minimize the dimensions.
The most critical and important decision for FA is the selection of the number of common factors (m). When the data is normally distributed, the selection of m can easily be
measured, but when the number of variables and the sample size is large, the selection of
m becomes difficult. For the software engineering Dataset, where attributes are related to
each other, the correlation analysis may produce lots of factors and the number of factors
depend on the choice of measuring the correlation. The change of correlation measure may
change the number of factors. So, multiple interpretation may be possible for FA.

Isomap
Isomap is a dimension reduction method for the nonlinear Dataset [68]. It performs lowdimensional embedding based on the pairwise distance between data points, generally measured by using the Euclidean distance [69]. There are four important steps of the Isomap.
These are given below:
• Determine the neighbors of each point.
• Construct a neighborhood graph.
• Compute shortest path between two nodes using Dijkstra’s algorithm.
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• Compute lower-dimensional embedding.
The connectivity of any point is defined by its nearest k Euclidean neighbors in the
neighborhood graph [69]. The success of this method depends on the value of k. If k is too
large, it creates the short-circuit errors and if the k is too small, the graph may become too
sparse. For software engineering Dataset, where Dataset is not nonlinear all the time. As a
result, it is not applicable to the software engineering Dataset having linearity.

4.2.2 Dimensions Reduction in Software Defect Prediction
Dimensions Reduction techniques reduce unimportant and insignificant features from a
Dataset. Although, the Dataset having more features contains lots of information, it is
difficult to extract information from more features. As a result, the machine learning or
statistical models cannot draw conclusions from the data having more features. It also
hinders the training process of the machine learning or statistical models. So, it is important
to reduce the dimensions of the Dataset by preserving all the variances for the machine
learning or statistical models. Many researches in software defect prediction have already
used DR techniques. Most prominent of those researches are outlined below.
Nagappan et al. performed an experiment on Windows 2003 to identify the relationship
among software dependencies, churn measures and post-release failures [58, 60]. It integrates the call dependencies, data dependencies, architectural dependencies to investigate
the propagation of churn across the system. The code churn shows the amount of code
change of a software over time. To fit the Dataset into the prediction model, it reduces
the multicollinearity among the metrics by using the PCA technique. Then, it uses logistic
regression to analyze the software dependence ratio and churn measures as early indicators of failure proneness of a software. Results show that the dependence ratio and churn
measure can predict the post release failures and failure-proneness of the binaries. As PCA
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analysis selects minimum number of principal components, it may ignore some impact of
dependency information and code churn measure. Sometimes, it may select more features
to increase the cumulative variance which also may hinder the prediction process of the
SDP model, because more features hamper the training process and make the information
extraction difficult.
In another experiment, Nagappan et al. proposed a failure prediction model by investigating the relationship between failure-prone software entities and their complexity
measures [59]. It uses linear regression analysis as the predictor models for identifying
failure prone components. It performed an empirical study on five Microsoft software systems. It shows that multicollinearity exists among the complexity metrics and there is no
single set of complexity metrics that could act as a best defect predictor. To overcome the
multicollinearity problem, it uses PCA to select minimum numbers of metrics for which
the cumulative variance is greater than 96%. After selecting the best set of metrics, it uses
these properties to identify the relation among complexity metrics and failure-proneness.
Results show that complexity metrics can successfully predict post release defects. Although, the prediction model using PCA works well, but this technique may select lots of
features until the cumulative frequencies is greater than 96%. These lots of features may
eventually hinder the prediction process of the SDP model because more features hinders
the training process.
Zimmermen et al. proposed a defect prediction model using network analysis of dependency graphs among various pieces of code [61]. It uses multiple linear regression analysis
as the prediction model for predicting the critical binaries. It uses PCA to reduce the multicollinearity among the Dataset and to select the best set of attributes from the Dataset.
It selects only those principal components, for which the cumulative variance is greater
than 95%. To show effectiveness of the proposed method, it performed an experiment on
Windows Server 2003 and results show that complexity metrics and network measures can
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predict 30% and 60% of these critical binaries respectively. As it uses PCA, it may loss
small amount of information and may suffer the same problems mentioned above.
Ceylan et al. proposed a defect prediction model using Decision Tree, Multi-Layer
Perceptron and radial basis functions to predict the number of total defects per module or
function [70]. Before applying these prediction model, it uses PCA to the Dataset to remove
multicollinearity from the Dataset by eliminating the correlations among the attributes. The
experiment has been carried out on some real life software projects collected from three big
software companies in Turkey. Results show that the proposed prediction model improves
the performance approximately 32.61% for Company-A and 60% for other two companies.
Then it uses mean square error approximation to show the effectiveness of the proposed
technique. As it uses PCA, so it also inherits the same problems mentioned above.
Turhan et al. proposed a feature selection model to improve the accuracy of the defect
prediction model [71]. It shows the widely used feature selection technique, PCA cannot
work in nonlineaer Dataset. To perform feature selection in nonlinear Dataset, it suggested
to use Isomap [68]. Hence, the Dataset contains both linear and nonlinear Data, this paper
uses both linear and nonlinear feature extraction methods in order to combine information
from multiple features. To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed feature extraction
method, several experiments were conducted on the different software projects from NASA
repository [29]. This research advices that one should not seek for globally best subset of
features, rather to focus on building predictors that combines information from multiple
features. It also suggested to use balanced combination of the features before selecting the
best set of attributes for the SDP model. Although it uses the combination of PCA and
Isomap, it does not mention whether the combination of PCA and Isomap perform well or
not, and how much information it losses after applying the combination.
Menzies et al. proposed a software defect prediction model that learns from software
clusters with similar characteristics to resolve the variabilities [5, 6]. It performs clustering
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of the source code by using WHERE clustering technique that considers only the code metrics and learning treatment using pairs of neighboring clusters. To perform the WHERE
clustering in the Dataset, the dimensions of the Dataset are needed to be reduced. It performs PCA to reduce the dimensions of the Dataset. It plots the Dataset considering the
most variability component in x-axis and the next component in y-axis. Then, it applies
the WHERE clustering algorithm to find out the similar objects. The limitation of this experiment is the consideration of only two PCA’s components to plot the Dataset without
taking into account others. It does not also mention that whether these two components can
describe all the variances or not. As a result, the clustering algorithms considering only
two PCA’s components may not group the Dataset based on their similarity properly.
For the software defect prediction, sometimes the Dataset needs to be divided into multiple clusters based on their similarity to train the SDP model properly. As the Dataset are
multidimensional, the distance based clustering cannot perform well until the dimension is
reduced. The existing dimension reduction techniques such as PCA can reduce the dimensions, but when two components are taken into account by avoiding the other components,
that causes a great loss of information. So, further research are needed to accomplish to
represent the whole Dataset by using only two latent variables so that the distance based
clustering algorithms can work well in the context of software defect prediction.

4.3

Proposed Methodology

To segregate the similar OO classes, different clustering algorithms might be applied to the
software Dataset to find groups from these. Due to the multidimensionality of the software
Dataset, different distance based clustering algorithms cannot work properly. So, to apply
different distance based clustering algorithms on the existing Dataset, the dimensions of
the Dataset are needed to be reduced. In this dissertation, the dimensions of the Dataset
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are reduced based on the significance of independent variables (that is code metrics) to the
dependent variable (that is defect). The proposed dimension reduction approach named as
SARCM is described below.

4.3.1 Dimension Reduction Approach
In this thesis, the dimension of the software engineering Dataset is reduced by identifying
the significance of each of the dimension, for example, CBO, RFC, etc. The significance is
measured by the coefficient values of the independent variables to the dependent variable.
In this context, the independent variables are CBO, LCOM, RFC, WMC, DIT, LOC, NOC
and NPM, and the dependent variable is the number of defects in an OO class. If the dimension reduction technique reduces the dimensions based on the coefficient values of the
independent variables, the produced latent variable values will be based on the independent
variables’ significance to the dependent variables.
The significance of one independent variable to the dependent variable can easily be
computed by using regression analysis [7,72]. The regression analysis uses a mathematical
equation to show how the value of the dependent variable changes when any one of the independent variables is varied. The relationship of independent variables and the dependent
variable can be illustrated by using Equaltion 4.1.

Y = b1 x1 + b2 x2 + b3 x3 + ... + bn xn + c

(4.1)

Here, Y is the dependent variable, b1 ...bn are the coefficient values of independent variables, x1 ...xn respectively, those coefficient values represent the amount variable Y changes
when variable xi changes 1 unit and c is the intercept point of y-axis that shows the value
of dependent variable when all x’s are zero.
Since the used Dataset contains eight independent variables, the Equation 4.1 is mod59

ified to Equation 4.2 for the Dataset. In this context, the regression coefficient shows the
significance of CBO, LCOM, DIT, RFC, WMC, LOC, NPM and NOC to the number of
defects in an OO class. To find the regression coefficient, this approach uses the Equation
4.2 as the regression model. Then, this equation is performed on the existing Dataset to
find the coefficient value of each independent variable.

Y = b1 x1 + b2 x2 + b3 x3 + b4 x4 + b5 x5 + b6 x6 + b7 x7 + b8 x8 + c

(4.2)

where,
• Y is the number of defects in an OO class
• x1 ...x8 are the independent variables such as CBO, LCOM, DIT, RFC, WMC, LOC,
NPM and NOC
• b1 ...b8 are the coefficient values of those independent variables respectively
• c is the value of Y when all independent variables are 0.
The coefficient value is a measure of linear association between the variables. The coefficient values can be positive or negative based on the impact of the independent variables
to the dependent variable. A coefficient value • greater than 0 indicates that two variables are positively related.
• less than 0 indicates that two variables are negatively related.
• 0 indicates that there is no linear relationship between the two variables.
To reduce the dimension of the Dataset, the coefficient values are then multiplied to
the corresponding variable values. Then the positive and negative values are summed to
produce two latent variables, named as PosImpactValue and NegImpactValue respectively
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for each row in the Dataset. The PosImpactValue and NegImpactValue are calculated by
using the Equation 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. As a result, the final Dataset contains only two
values for each entry. The whole procedure to reduce the dimensions of a Dataset is given
in Algorithm 5.
PosImpactValue = ∑ bi xi

(4.3)

NegImpactValue = ∑ bi xi

(4.4)

where bi is positive.

where bi is negative.
Algorithm 5 Dimension Reduction Algorithm
Require: Dataset D , Coefficient Value b, Independent Variable Value X , eps value ε
1: Select a linear regression equation, Y = b1 x1 + b2 x2 + b3 x3 + b4 x4 + b5 x5 + b6 x6 +
b7 x7 + b8 x8 + c
2: Apply the selected equation on the available D
3: Compute b for each independent variable
4: for each D do
5:
Set value for P = 0, N = 0
6:
for each b in each D do
7:
Select b for the selected variable
8:
if b > 0 then
9:
X ← X ×b
10:
P ← P +X
11:
else
12:
X ← X ×b
13:
N ← N +X
14:
N ← N × (−1)
15:
end if
16:
end for
17:
Set value P , N for the selected entry.
18: end for
In the very beginning of this process, a regression equation such as Equation 4.2 is chosen and applied to the existing available Dataset to find the regression coefficients bi using
Lines 1 − 3. These regression coefficient values might be positive or negative depending
on their impacts to the dependent variable.
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Now it iterates to each entry of the Dataset to minimize the dimension by using the
Line 4. After selecting each entry, it now iterates for each coefficient value of independent
variables by using Line 6. To store the values of the two latent variables, both variables
named as P and N are initialized by 0.
The significance of each of the independent variables are checked by using Line 6.
If the coefficient value has positive impact, this selected coefficient value is multiplied
to the corresponding variable value by using Lines 8 − 9. The final value is stored to
a latent variable P . When the coefficient value of a variable is negative, it means the
corresponding variable has negative impact to the dependent variable. Then the negative
coefficient value is multiplied to the corresponding variable value by using the Line 11.
The new produced value is summed to another latent variable N by using the Line 12. To
avoid the negative sign from the N , this value is multiplied to −1 by using Line 13. Finally,
the new dimension value for the selected entry is updated by using Line 17.

4.3.2 Measuring the Similarity of Objects
The proposed dimension reduction technique named as SARCM reduces the dimensions to
two, based on the positive and negative significance of independent variables to the dependent variable. As a result, the similar objects get closer values which are PosImpactValue
and NegImpactValue in the dimension reduced Dataset. So, the similarity among the objects can be analyzed using their Cartesian distances in two dimensional plane.
To measure the similarity among the objects, the dimensions of the Dataset is reduced to
two latent variables such as PosImpactValue and NegImpactValue which show the positive
and negative impact of independent variables to the dependent variable respectively. When
the new Dataset is plotted considering the PosImpactValue as x-axis and NegImpactValue
as y-axis, it distributes the OO classes in such a way that similar classes become closer
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Figure 4.1: The distribution of OO classes in the dimesion reduced Dataset by SARCM for
Ant-1.6
to each others and dissimilar classes are farther from each others. In the two dimensional
plane, the defective classes are far from y-axis and the non-defective classes are close to
y-axis. The dimension reduced Dataset for Ant-1.6 by the proposed technique is illustrated
in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1 shows the distribution of defective and non-defective classes by using the red
and blue circle respectively for the Ant-1.6 project. The goal of this dimension reduction
technique is to reduce the dimensions of the Dataset and assign new values based on their
significance to the defect. Lets assume a straight line K, from origin (0,0) that divides
all objects in the two dimensional plane. In this figure, it is clear that, the density of
the red circle is high in the area covered by K and x-axis, because the PosImpactValue is
high and NegImpactValue is low for those objects. On the other hand, the density of blue
circle is high in the area covered by K and y-axis, because the PosImpactValue is low and
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Figure 4.2: The distribution of OO classes in the dimesion reduced Dataset by PCA for
Ant-1.6
NegImpactValue is high for those objects. It is now clear that the position of each object
in Figure 4.1 corroborates the assumption that the similar objects get closer values in the
dimension reduced Dataset and objects are distributed based on their defects.
For the same Ant-1.6, the dimension reduced Dataset by PCA is illustrated in Figure
4.2. In this figure, both defective, represented by the red circle, and non-defective classes,
represented by blue circle, are mixed with each other because this technique does not reduce
the dimension based on the significance of independent to dependent variable. As a result,
similar objects are not closer to each other in this dimension reduced Dataset by PCA.
In terms of distribution of OO class, there exists a significant difference between Figure
4.1 and Figure 4.2. In Figure 4.1, different OO classes create cumulative straight line
because SARCM technique reduces the dimension based on the cumulative impact of the
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independent variables to dependent variable. In contrary, in Figure 4.2, all OO classes form
a line, parallel to x-axis because the value of each entry in the most significant principal
component is closer to each others.
As the new dimension reduced Dataset contains closer value for similar objects, the new
dimension reduced Dataset can be divided into multiple clusters considering their distance
measure. For that purpose, the density based clustering algorithm such as DBSCAN can be
a better option. It is also needed to mention that DBSCAN is not the only solution to this
approach. Any distance based clustering algorithm can be applied to find clusters from the
dimension reduced Dataset. The DBSCAN is considered here, because it is not yet used in
SDP. The brief description of the DBSCAN is given below.

DBSCAN
DBSCAN finds clusters from a set of points by measuring their reachability distance. It is a
density based clustering approach which groups points that are situated within the density
reachability distance, marking as outliers points that lie out of the density reachability
distance [62, 73, 74].
In this thesis, as shown above, the dimension reduced Dataset can be plotted in the two
dimensional plane where each point represents as an object of an OO system. Lets assume,
there exists n objects such as p1 , p2 ... pn . Now the DBSCAN can be used to find clusters
from these objects by checking their density reachability distance. If the maximum density
reachability distance for a Dataset is d, an object p1 is called density reachable to another
object pn , if and only if, the distance from p1 to p2 is equal or less than d, in the same way,
the distance from p2 to p3 is equal or less than d and so on. Finally, the distance between
pn−1 and pn is also less than or equal to d. Then it can be said that Pn is density reachable
from p1 . Then it groups objects that are density reachable to one another, marking as
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outliers points that lie alone in low-density regions. The clusters, generated by DBSCAN,
satisfy the following two properties [62, 73, 74]:

1. All objects within a cluster are mutually density reachable.
2. If an object is density reachable from any object of the cluster, it is part of the cluster
as well.
DBSCAN algorithm requires two parameters to classify the Dataset into different clusters. These parameters are:
1. Density reachability distance, generally known as eps value, denoted by ε
2. The minimum number of points required to form a dense region, denoted by minPts

Density Reachability Distance eps(ε) and minPts Calculation
for DBSCAN
The DBSCAN clustering algorithm groups the whole software based on the distance measurement. To make the algorithm workable, a density reachability distance, known as eps
and the minimum object number in a cluster, known as minPts are needed to be measured.
The eps value for DBSCAN, is calculated using the intercept point generated from the prediction model. The minPts is calculated from the total number of independent variables
because to make the SDP model workable, the total number of observation must be greater
than or equal to total number of selected independent variables.
The eps value calculation for DBSCAN is most critical and important because the success of the clustering algorithm depends on it. The eps value is calculated by summing all
intercept values from the prediction model, described in equation 4.5, considering only one
independent variable at a time.
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Y = bx + c

(4.5)

Since, it uses 8 code metrics, described in 2.3.1, the eps value is calculated by summing the eight intercept values considering one independent variable at a time. The whole
procedure of calculating the eps value for DBSCAN is given in Algorithm 6.

eps = ∑ bi

(4.6)

Algorithm 6 Density Reachability Distance (ε) calculation for DBSCAN
Require: Dataset D , Coefficient Value, b, intercept Point c, eps ε, Independent variable,

X

Ensure: ε=0
1: for each X in D do
2:
Run Y = bx + c in D
3:
Calculate c = Y − bx
4:
ε ← ε+c
5: end for
6: return ε
In the very beginning of this Algorithm 6, the Equaltion 4.5 is applied to the software
Dataset to compute the intercept point c, by using Lines 1-3. This equation is iterated for
each of dependent variable assuming the impact of others 0. Then the intercept point for
each independent variable is summed to one variable ε by using Line 4.

4.4 Experimental Setup and Result Analysis
In this section, the focus will be kept on how the proposed dimension reduction technique
named as SARCM is performed in comparison with the PCA for software defect prediction. This section presents the implementation details of the proposed SARCM along with
Selected Prediction Model, Prediction Validation Process, Dataset Collection, Simulation
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Environment setup and Implementation Description of the Used Techniques. The proposed
SARCM is performed on 6 open source software Datasets available in Promise Repository [12]. Finally, the performance of the SDP model using SARCM is evaluated on the
basis of prediction accuracy.

4.4.1 Software Defect Prediction Model and Its Validation
Software defect prediction model predicts the defects of a class by analyzing the relationships between software code metrics and software defects. There exists defect prediction
models using various prediction techniques. In this thesis, the linear regression model is
selected as the prediction model to predict the defects of a particular class because of the
linear the relationship among the code metrics’ attributes [7, 49]. The detail description of
linear regression model is already described in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.1 and this model has
already been used in Chapter 3 for predicting software defects. For more clarification, the
prediction model and its validation process is also described here.
The linear regression model uses a set of dependent variables which are WMC, CBO,
DIT, LCOM, LOC, NPM, RFC, NOC (see section 2.3.1 for detail description) to predict
the dependent variable which is defect. The linear equation used by the linear regression
model is given in Equation 4.7 [7].

Y = b1 x1 + b2 x2 + b3 x3 + b4 x4 + b5 x5 + b6 x6 + b7 x7 + b8 x8 + c

(4.7)

where,
• Y is the number of defects in an OO class
• x1 ...x8 are the independent variables which are CBO, LCOM, DIT, RFC, WMC,
LOC, NPM and NOC
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• b1 ...b8 are the coefficient values of those independent variables respectively
• c is the value of Y when all independent variables are 0.
As the success of the linear regression model depends on the training Dataset, after
reducing the dimension of the Dataset, the total Dataset is divided into two sets such as
trainset and testset. In this thesis, similar as Juban et al. [50], 80% data is used to train the
prediction model and the remaining data is used to assess the performance and accuracy of
the model.
To evaluate the quality of the defect prediction model achieved by the linear regression
analysis, the Mean (M), Median (Md) and Standard Deviation (StD) of Absolute Residuals
(AR) are computed. The AR value, widely used in the performance measure of the linear
regression model [3, 51], is the difference between predicted defects and actual defects of
a particular OO class. The smaller value of AR shows the better accuracy of the prediction
model [3].
To compare the proposed dimension reduction approach SARCM with PCA in terms of
defect prediction accuracy, the error is computed by using the Equation 4.8 [3]. The error
value shows whether the proposed dimension reduction technique is better or worse in the
context of software defect prediction [3].

error =

MAR(SARCM) − MAR(PCA)
StDAR(PCA)

where,
• MAR(SARCM) is the mean value of the AR using SARCM
• MAR(PCA) is the mean value of the AR using PCA
• StDAR(PCA) is the standard deviation of AR using PCA
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(4.8)

The error value, in between -1 and +1, is the ratio of mean difference of two techniques
and the standard deviation of the technique to which another technique is compared. For
a software release, negative values of error indicate the proposed approach SARCM outperforms PCA technique, while a positive value indicates the dimension reduced by PCA
outperforms the SARCM.

4.4.2 Tools and Technologies
In this thesis, the SDP model, the proposed technique SARCM, clustering techniques and
PCA have been implemented by using the R programming language [53]. To run R script,
the open source software RStudio has been used to perform the experiment [54]. The short
description of R and RStudio are given below as described in Chapter 3, Section 3.5.4.
R: It is a programming language for statistical computing and graphics [53]. It is widely
used among statisticians and data miners for data analysis. In this thesis, R has been selected to implement the selected linear regression model, SARCM and PCA because it is
open source and easy to implement.
RStudio: To run R script, the open source software RStudio has been used [54]. It
is a free and open source integrated development environment for R, written by C++ [54].
RStudio is available in two editions: RStudio Desktop, where the program is run locally.and
RStudio Server, which allows accessing RStudio using a web browser while it is running
on a remote Linux server. In this experiment, RStudio Desktop version has been used.

4.4.3 Dataset Collection
The proposed dimension reduction technique for software defect prediction has been experimented on 6 open source software developed using Java. All of these defect Dataset
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have been downloaded from the Promise Reposity [12]. These Datasets contain the corresponding software code metrics and defect information which are usually used by the
prediction model to predict the defect for future releases. The short description of these
Dataset’s software are given below.
Ant: It is a library and command line tool for automating software build processes. In
this experiment, the Ant releases 1.3 to 1.7 have been selected because its Dataset is widely
available and it is built using Java [12].
jEdit: It is a text editor for programmers, built using Java. It supports more than 200
file types. The available jEdit version 4.2 and 4.3 have been considered here [12].
Xalan: It is an XSLT processor for transforming XML documents to HTML, text or
other XML document types. The available releases from Xalan 2.4 to 2.7 have been considered here [12].
Camel: It is a rule-based routing and mediation engine, built using Java, which provides
enterprise integration patterns using an API to configure routing and mediation rules. The
version 1.0 to 1.7 have been considered in this course [12].
Synapse: It is an enterprise service software that provides support for XML and SOAP.
In this thesis, the only available Synapse 1.2 Dataset has been considered [12].
Tomcat: It is an open-source web server and servlet container developed by the Apache
Software Foundation. In this thesis, the available tomcat Dataset has been downloaded from
Promise Repository [12].

4.4.4 Implemented Clustering Approaches
The SARCM technique reduces the dimensions to two latent variables which are PosImpactValue and NegImpactValue based on the positive and negative significance of independent variables to the dependent variable respectively. Now the dimension reduced Dataset is
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plotted into two dimensional plane considering PosImpactValue as x-axis and NegImpactValue as y-axis which makes closer the similar objects. Then the two clustering approaches
which are DBSCAN and WHERE clustering approaches can be used to find the most similar objects. The detail description of DBSCAN is given in Section 4.3.2 and the description
of WHERE clustering approach is given below.
WHERE clustering: It finds the software artifacts with similar properties by using
FASTMAP heuristic [5,6]. Given n objects plotted in the two dimensional plane, the greatest variability of two furthest objects are found as follows.

1. Pick any object Z at random;
2. Find the object X that is furthest away from Z;
3. Find the object Y that is furthest away from X.
If each object now has a distance a, to the origin (0, 0) and distance b, to the most
remote object. From the Pythagoras and cosine rule, each object is at the point (x, y) can
be measured by using Equation 4.9 and Equation 4.10 respectively.
(a2 + c2 − b2 )
2c
√
y = a2 − x2

x=

(4.9)
(4.10)

Now it calculates the median values of each dimension (x̂, ŷ) and divides the whole
plane into: NorthWest, NorthEast, SouthWest, SouthEast regions considering the (x̂, ŷ) as
the center point.

4.4.5 Implementation Description of the Used Techniques
To perform clustering algorithms on the Dataset, a tool based on the aforementioned dimension reduction technique named as SARCM was implemented to make Dataset two72

dimensional. The proposed dimension reduction technique based on the impact of independent variable to dependent variable was implemented using R script [53].
After reducing the dimensions of the above Dataset by SARCM, the prominent clustering algorithms such as DBSCAN [62, 73] and WHERE clustering [5, 6] approaches were
applied on the dimension reduced Dataset. The DBSCAN clustering [62] which finds clusters from a Dataset based on the reachability among multiple objects, was implemented
using R language [53]. The detail description of DBSCAN is given in Section 4.3.2.
The WHERE clustering algorithm which finds the software artifacts with similar properties by using FASTMAP heuristic, was implemented using R [5, 6]. This clustering technique uses Pythagorus and cosine rule to select a point to divide the all objects, plotted in
two dimensional plane, into NorthWest, NorthEast, SouthWest, SouthEast regions.
The SDP model using linear regression analysis to predict defects of an OO class using
the relationship between code metrics and software defects, was implemented using the R
script [53]. Then, this prediction model was applied to clusters of the Dataset found by the
above clustering techniques to predict defects for an unknown OO class.

4.4.6

Result Analysis

This section presents the implementation schemes of the proposed dimension reduction
technique SARCM along with its impact on software defect prediction. The proposed
SARCM was implemented on 6 open source software, available in Promise Repository
[12]. The performance of SARCM is compared with PCA to evaluate which technique
works well in the context of software defect prediction. Finally, the performance of SARCM
is evaluated on the basis of prediction accuracy using absolute residual values.
The result of the selected SDP model using different clustering approaches are compared by using the MAR, MdAR and StDAR of the Absolute Residuals (AR). To evaluate
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the performance of SARCM compared to PCA, two clustering techniques which are DBSCAN and WHERE are applied separately to the dimension reduced Dataset. For the
Dataset, dimension reduced by SARCM, both DBSCAN and WHERE techniques divide
the whole Dataset into multiple clusters based on the similarity of the OO classes, because
the SARCM technique reduces the dimension in a way where the similar objects get closer
values. For the Dataset, dimension reduced by PCA, the above mentioned clustering methods also divide the Dataset into multiple clusters based on the variances among elements,
because PCA reduces the dimensions in such a way that the selected principal component
can describe all variances. Then the SDP model uses those clusters of Dataset for training
purpose to predict software defects. Finally the performance of the SDP model is measured
by taking the residual value of predicted and actual defects.
The analysis is divided into two phases. In phase I, the comparison of AR Values are
analyzed by computing the MAR, MdAR and StDAR values. In phase II, the error values
are calculated to determine which technique performs well in software defect prediction.
Phase I: The Comparison of Absolute Residual Values
The Absolute Residual is the difference between actual and predicted defects. The low
value of AR shows the high performance and accuracy of a SDP model, and in contrary, the
high value determines the low performance and accuracy of a SDP model [3]. In this thesis,
the descriptive statistics of the ARs are summarized in Table 4.1 to compare the impact of
the proposed SARCM technique on the SDP model. This table illustrates the comparison
of MAR, MdAR, StDAR values of DBSCAN and WHERE clustering techniques using
the dimension reduced Dataset by SARCM and the PCA respectively. The descriptions
of DBSCAN using SARCM vs. DBSCAN using PCA and WHERE using SARCM vs.
WHERE using PCA are given below.
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Ant-1.7
Ant-1.6
Ant-1.5
Ant-1.4
Ant-1.3
Xalan-2.7
Xalan-2.6
Xalan-2.5
Xalan-2.4
Synapse-1.2
jEdit-4.3
jEdit-4.2
jEdit-3.2
Camel-1.6
Camel-1.4
Camel-1.2
Tomcat

Dataset

DBSCAN using SARCM
MAR MdAR StDev
0.46
0.24
0.54
0.48
0.29
0.59
0.13
0.10
0.12
0.27
0.19
0.22
0.25
0.15
0.31
0.664
0.57
0.40
0.72
0.57
0.54
0.62
0.53
0.51
0.28
0.12
0.45
0.67
0.37
0.69
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.21
0.158
0.202
3.01
1.97
4.340
0.748 0.322
1.035
0.69
0.27
1.34
1.11
0.53
1.27
0.149 0.046
0.241

DBSCAN using PCA
MAR MdAR StDev
0.37
0.18
0.54
0.76
0.27
1.48
0.13
0.08
0.14
0.32
0.29
0.18
0.31
0.08
0.49
1.11
0.37
3.60
0.87
0.62
0.88
0.78
0.61
0.87
0.25
0.13
0.33
0.55
0.46
0.45
0.04
0.01
0.12
0.349 0.313 0.415
6.53
2.23
10.02
1.549 0.490 7.064
0.86
0.51
0.90
1.20
0.62
2.21
0.290 0.093 0.406

WHERE using SARCM
MAR MdAR StDev
0.65
0.48
0.60
0.99
1.02
0.70
0.30
0.05
0.67
2.85
0.17
7.68
0.39
0.17
0.50
0.38
0.26
0.37
1.14
0.94
0.93
0.83
0.56
0.88
0.30
0.16
0.44
0.61
0.38
0.62
0.10
0.04
0.15
0.397 0.288 0.350
2.15
1.34
3.23
1.065 0.403 1.340
0.71
0.23
1.33
1.34
0.70
1.41
0.189 0.033 0.303

WHERE using PCA
MAR MdAR StDev
0.71
0.30
1.07
0.99
0.63
0.98
0.40
0.14
0.47
0.64
0.45
0.57
1.06
0.26
2.82
0.62
0.62
0.45
1.52
0.89
1.85
0.80
0.51
0.81
0.33
0.15
0.47
1.0
0.86
0.86
0.16
0.08
0.19
0.28
0.13
0.41
1.94
1.33
2.04
1.23
0.64
1.50
1.45
0.42
2.58
1.50
1.00
1.73
0.189 0.126 0.274

Table 4.1: The mean, median and standard deviation value of AR

DBSCAN using SARCM vs. DBSCAN using PCA
In Table 4.1, the column named DBSCAN using SARCM and DBSCAN using PCA
show that MAR values are minimum for DBSCAN using SARCM. It means that the prediction model considering DBSCAN using SARCM produces smaller AR values compared
to DBSCAN using PCA. Which indicate that the SDP model considering DBSCAN using
SARCM can accurately predict defects for the OO classes. In this table, MAR values are
high for Xalan-2.7 and Camel-1.6. For the Dataset, Xalan-2.7, the MAR values of DBSCAN using SARCM and DBSCAN using PCA are 0.664 and 1.11 respectively and for
Dataset, Camel-1.6, the values are 0.748 and 1.549 respectively. So, the accuracy of the
prediction model is low for those Dataset and the MAR value is minimum for DBSCAN
using SARCM which indicates that DBSCAN using SARCM performs better than DBSCAN using PCA. For the Dataset, jEdit-4.3, the MAR values of DBSCAN using SARCM
and DBSCAN using PCA are low and these are 0.02 and 0.04 respectively. Here, the MAR
value of DBSCAN using SARCM is also smaller than DBSCAN using PCA which means
that the accuracy of the prediction model considering DBSCAN using SARCM is higher
than using PCA. For the Dataset Ant-1.5, both techniques produce equal MAR value of
0.13, which indicates that the accuracy of the prediction model is equal in both cases.
This technique fails in only 3 Datasets which are Ant-1.7, Synapse-1.2 and Xalan2.4, because for those Datasets, DBSCAN cannot divide those Datasets properly. The
detail inspection in those Dataset give that those contain low number of objects, so the
clustering process produces clusters with small number of objects. As a result, SARCM
cannot perform well in those Datasets that result low prediction accuracy in SDP model.
In a nutshell, the SDP model considering SARCM based DBSCAN outperforms in 14
Datasets out of 17, listed in Table 4.1, which indicates that SARCM based DBSCAN is
better than PCA based DBSCAN in the context of software defect prediction.
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WHERE using SARCM vs. WHERE using PCA
For WHERE clustering method, illustrated in column named WHERE using SARCM
and WHEHE using PCA (Table 4.1), the mean value of AR is also minimum in WHERE
using SARCM compared to DBSCAN using PCA in 14 Datasets out of 17 which is an
indication of better prediction accuracy of SDP model considering WHERE using SARCM.
For Ant-1.3, the MAR values of WHERE using SARCM and WHEHE using PCA are 0.39
and 1.06 respectively. For Camel-1.4, the MAR values of SARCM based WHERE and
PCA based WHEHE are 0.71 and 1.45 respectively. Since, the AR value is high in Ant-1.3
and Camel-1.4, the accuracy of the prediction model using SARCM is low in those two
Datasets. For Dataset Ant-1.6, both techniques produces equal MAR value of 0.99, which
indicates that both DBSCAN using SARCM and DBSCAN using PCA work well in this
Dataset. The minimum values 0.10 and 0.16, are produced in SARCM based WHERE
and PCA based WHERE respectively for jEdit-4.3. Here, the MAR value of SARCM
based WHERE is less than PCA based WHERE, which indicates that the prediction model
considering SARCM based WHERE performs better than PCA based WHERE.
In a nutshell, the SDP model considering WHERE using SARCM outperforms in 14
Datasets out of 17 software Dataset, listed in Table 4.1. This technique fails in 3 Datasets,
which are Ant-1.4, jEdit-4.2 and Xalan-2.4, among these, the MAR value is high for Ant1.4 which means that it largely fails in this Dataset. The detail inspection in those Dataset
gives that those contain low number of objects, so the clustering algorithms produce clusters with small number of objects. As a result, SARCM cannot perform well in those
Datasets that result low prediction accuracy of the SDP model.
Phase 2: The Comparison of Error Values
The error value shows how much better or worse the SDP model is compared to other.
The error values are calculated from MAR and StDAR vales using Equation 4.8 (see Section 4.4.1 for detail description). Usually, the negative error value shows high accuracy and
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positive value shows low accuracy of the SDP model [3]. The error values of DBSCAN
are calculated considering DBSCAN using SARCM and DBSCAN using PCA by applying the Equation 4.8. In the same way and using the same equation, the error values for
WHERE clustering are also calculated considering WHERE using SARCM and WHERE
using PCA. Table 4.2 summarizes all error values computed by using Equation 4.8 for the
DBSCAN and WHERE clustering techniques.
Table 4.2: The error values of all Datasets for DBSCAN and WHERE
Dataset
Ant-1.7
Ant-1.6
Ant-1.5
Ant-1.4
Ant-1.3
Xalan-2.7
Xalan-2.6
Xalan-2.5
Xalan-2.4
Synapse-2.2
jEdit-4.3
jEdit-4.2
Camel-1.6
Camel-1.4
Camel-1.2
Camel-1.0
Tomcat

DBSCAN
16%
-18.87%
-.576%
-31.31%
-12.38%
-12.52%
-17.40%
-0.18.65%
8.6%
26.5%
-13.23%
-32.85%
-11.3%
-18.72%
-4.42%
-17.76%
-.34.7%

ERROR
WHERE
-6%
.135%
-20.58%
383%
-23.4%
-52.23%
-20.29%
4.7%
-6.7%
-44.63%
-29.27%
26.82%
-11.55%
-28.546%
-8.82%
-14.8%
-0.25%

The error values considering the clustering technique DBSCAN are summarized in Figure 4.3. In this figure, all points under the horizontal line represent the software releases, for
those the SDP model has better prediction accuracy. Since, the negative value means that
the clustering methods using SARCM outperform the clustering methods using PCA, the
clustering method DBSCAN using SARCM outperforms the clustering method DBSCAN
using PCA in 14 Datasets. In this figure, only 3 Datasets which are Ant-1.7, Xalan-2.4
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Figure 4.3: The distribution of error values for DBSCAN
and Synapse-1.2 have positive error values, so the clustering algorithm DBSCAN using
SARCM fails in those Datasets because of the inappropriate reachablity distance measure
for DBSCAN. As a result, the DBSCAN cannot properly group the software Dataset which
actually results low prediction accuracy of the SDP model.
In the same way, the error values considering the WHERE clustering technique are
summarized in Figure 4.4. In this figure, all points under the horizontal line represent the
software releases for those the SARCM based WHERE clustering method outperforms the
PCA based WHERE clustering method. The points above the horizontal line represent the
software releases for those PCA based WHERE clustering methods outperforms SARCM
based WHERE. Here only 3 Datasets reside above the horizontal line and the remaining 14
Datasets reside under the line. So, the WHERE clustering algorithm considering SARCM
outperforms PCA in 14 Datasets. It largely fails in Ant-1.4, because it contains lower num-
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Figure 4.4: The distribution of error values for WHERE
ber of objects and after applying clustering technique, it produces multiple clusters with
small amount of objects which actually results low prediction accuracy of the SDP model.
For Xalan-2.5 and jEdit-4.2, the error values are close to zero, so it can be negligible.
The SDP model has better prediction accuracy when the clustering algorithms use the
dimension reduced Dataset by SARCM, because SARCM reduces the dimension based on
the significance of CBO, RFC, LCOM, WMC, DIT, NPM, LOC and NOC to the software
defects. As a result, the dimension reduced Dataset gets closer value for similar objects
and SDP model gets similar Dataset for learning procedure. In principle, it can be said that
the proposed SARCM can significantly improve the accuracy of SDP model which results
lower AR values compared to PCA.
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4.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, a new approach named as SARCM, to reduce the dimensions for the software engineering Dataset has been proposed. SARCM reduces the dimensions of Dataset
using the significance of the independent variables which are CBO, RFC, LCOM, WMC,
DIT, NPM, LOC and NOC to the dependent variable which is the number of software defects. The dimension reduced Dataset by SARCM usually gets closer two dimensional
values for similar objects. If the dimension reduced Dataset is plotted in the two dimensional plane, the similar objects situate closer to each other and the dissimilar objects are far
from each others. As a result, multiple distance based clustering techniques can accurately
group the software into multiple clusters based on their similarities. The success of grouping software into multiple clusters depends on clustering techniques, SARCM provides the
platform where multiple clustering algorithms can work.
In this thesis, to evaluate SARCM in the software defect prediciton, two clustering
algorithms which are DBSCAN and WHERE have been used. These two methods divide
the whole Dataset into multiple clusters so that the SDP models get similar Dataset for
learning purpose. Results show that the SDP model performs well in the 14 Datasets out of
17, considering SARCM based clustering compared to PCA based clustering .
The next chapter discusses about the overall summary of the proposed PBC and SARCM
along with the further scope for improvements of proposed solutions.
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Chapter 5
Discussion and Conclusion
In this chapter, discussion regarding the proposed PBC and SARCM will be presented
followed by the future direction and scope for improvements of the proposed solutions.

5.1

Introduction

The success of software defect prediction model largely depends on how better the model
learned from the software Dataset such as code metrics and past defect information. Since
the Dataset having lots of variabilities impede the accuracy and performance of the prediction model, minimizing those variabilities may improve the performance. Besides this,
multidimensionalities among the Dataset thwart the clustering methods to perform properly on these Dataset. In this thesis, two different approaches for grouping the source code
based on their similarities are proposed. Firstly, Package Based Clusering (PBC) that uses
package information to find the similarity among the software. Secondly, Similarity Analysis by Reducing the Code Metrics (SARCM) that aims to reduce software engineering
Datasets so that any distance based clustering can work on these Datasets.

5.2

Package Based Clustering

Package Based Clustering (PBC) uses package information to group the source code by
Java programming convention. Here, PBC is used to combine the related objects from
the software built by Java such that the whole software is divided into multiple clusters
based on package information. As a result, the defect prediction model gets useful chunk
of Dataset for training purposes.
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The proposed technique has been experimented on 8 releases of 2 open source software
which are Ant and Xalan [12, 57]. Besides PBC, the well known BorderFlow algorithm
was also applied to those Dataset for performance comparison. Finally, the SDP model
considering PBC, BorderFlow and the entire system were implemented and compared.
Results show that the PBC based SDP model performs better than other approaches.

5.3

Similarity Analysis by Reducing the Code Metrics’ Dimension

Similarity Analysis by Reducing the Code Metrics’ dimension (SARCM) is proposed for
reducing dimensions for software engineering Dataset through impact of code metrics such
as CBO, LCOM, etc. to the number of software defects in an OO class. The impacts of
CBO, RFC, LCOM, WMC, etc. to defect are measured by using regression analysis which
is a component of SARCM. The regression coefficient acts as an impact of code metrics to
the number of software defects.
Now the dimension of Dataset is reduced to two variables which are PosImpactValue
and NegImpactValue, based on the positive and negative impact of the code metrics to
the number of software defects respectively. This dimension reduced Dataset is plotted
on the two dimensional plane considering PosImpactValue as x-axis and NegImpactValue
as y-axis for the distance based clustering apporaches. In this thesis, the DBSCAN and
WHERE clustering techniques have been applied to dimension reduced Dataset to group
those into multiple clusters based on their closeness.
Finally, the SDP model has been applied to 17 releases of 6 open source software developed using Java. During the experimentation, the SDP model learned from the clusters
of the Dataset by DBSCAN and WHERE clustering techniques. To compare the results,
both clusters were also applied to the Dataset dimension reduced by PCA. Then the same
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SDP model was inherited and implemented on Dataset dimensioned reduced by PCA using
DBSCAN and WHERE. Finally, results show that the SDP model performs well in the 14
Datasets out of total.

5.4

Future Research Directions

This research aims at improving the accuracy and performance of SDP models through improving the learning procedure. The improvement is made through introducing similarity
analysis to the Dataset. However, this research can be extended to following directions.
Code Metrics Selection
There are more software code metrics in the literature to define quality of a software. In
this experiment, 8 most prominent code metrics have been used for reducing the dimensions
of the software engineering Dataset to two latent variables. Further researches can be done
to incorporate other code metrics’ impact to the dimension reduction technique.
Additional Clustering techniques
In the field of software defect prediction, the proposed PBC and well known clustering
techniques WHERE and DBSCAN are used to group the source code into multiple clusters.
PBC works at the source code level to find clusters and other two techniques work at code
metrics level, generated from source code, to group software into multiple clusters. Other
clustering techniques (for example, K-means, OPTICS, etc.) can be experimented on those
dimension reduced Dataset to address their significance on the software defect prediction.
Dataset Collection
Here, experiments were performed on the 17 releases of 6 open source software collected from Promise Repository [12]. This repository contains other software Dataset and
researchers are continuously adding Dataset into it. Further experimentation can be accomplished on the new Dataset available in the same repository. Although this experiment has
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been conducted on the open source software, there is also a scope to incorporate this thesis
into real life software projects by working collaboratively with software companies.

5.5

Final Remarks

This thesis has demonstrated that training the SDP model by using similar Dataset can improve the performance and accuracy. The similarity among objects can be analyzed based
on their variablities using clustering techniques. It has found that reducing multidimentionalities among the Datasets helps the clustering algorithms to perform more accurately.
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